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PREFACE 

This publication expands on information presented on the map plates of Part A of the 
Geologic Atlas of Stearns County. Limited space on those plates precluded detailed discus
sion of several aspects of the geology of the county. The discussions are included here and 
pertain to Precambrian bedrock geology and weathering, Cretaceous bedrock geology, Qua
ternary stratigraphy, and glacio tectonic landforms. 

This publication was prepared and published with the support of the Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resources, Division of Waters. 

The University of Minnesota is committed to the policy that all persons shall have equal access to 
its programs, facilities, and employment without regard to race, color, creed, religion, national 
origin, sex, age, marital status, disability, public assistance status, veteran status, or sexual 
orientation. 
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Map A. Bedrock geology of Stearns County, 1995. 
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version of the bedrock geologic map in the Stearns County geologic atlas (Boerboom and others, 
1995). Map B was compiled from two published maps dating from the 1980s (modified from Morey 
and others, 1981; Southwick and others, 1988). 



Chapter 1 

Precambrian Geology of Stearns County, Minnesota 

By 

Terrence J. Boerboom 

INTRODUCTION 

The completion of mapping for the Stearns County geologic atlas has provided a 
much clearer (though still somewhat generalized) picture of the Precambrian bedrock geology 
of the county (Boerboom and others, 1995) (Figure 1.1). Interpretation of the Precambrian 
rocks in this area of the state has always been hampered by (1) an overlying patchy veneer of 
Cretaceous sedimentary rocks and (2) ~ variably thick cover of Quaternary sediments, which 
is as thick as 450 feet in the western two-thirds of the county (Setterholm, 1995). Although 
we now have useful information gleaned from test drilling and water-well records, the more 

detailed interpretation presented here is feasible mainly because of geophysical information 
that was not available to previous workers in the county-namely, high-resolution aeromagnetic 
data and enhanced gravity data. Aeromagnetic data reflect the variable magnetic character of 

the Precambrian bedrock units; gravity data reflect their variable density. The general lithologic 
and structural attributes of the bedrock in most of the county have been inferred by combining 
these data with outcrop information and descriptive logs and samples from drill holes that 

penetrated the buried Precambrian bedrock. 
The first (uppermost) bedrock unit in a substantial part of the county is a thin veneer 

of Cretaceous shale and siltstone (Boerboom and others, 1995) (Figure 1.1). The Cretaceous 
rocks are discussed in chapter 2. The geophysical data allow one to see beneath this veneer 
of Cretaceous bedrock-as well as the glacial drift that covers most of the county-to the 
Precambrian basement. The following discussion focuses exclusively on the Precambrian 
component of the bedrock geology, hereafter referred to as "basement geology" or "basement 
rocks. " 

MAJOR PRECAMBRIAN ROCK UNITS 

The Precambrian basement rocks of Stearns County are of either Early to Middle 
Archean (older than 3,000 million years) or Early Proterozoic (2,500-1,600 million years old) 
age. Late Archean rocks (2,500-3,000 million years old), which compose the granite-greenstone 
terrane of northern Minnesota, have not been identified in the county (Figure 1.2). 

Previous rendi tions of the geology of Stearns County (Morey and others, 1981; Southwick 
and others, 1988) show most of the county to be underlain by Archean high-grade gneissic 
rocks. Although the geology of the northwest part of the county is still interpreted this way, 
it is now recognized that Early Proterozoic rocks are most abundant. The origin of these 
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Early Proterozoic rocks ranges from sedimentary to volcanic-igneous and intrusive-igneous; 
the rocks were variably metamorphosed by the Penokean Orogeny, a regional mountain
building event that ended about 1,800 million years ago. 

The basement rocks of Stearns County can be divided on the basis of relative age or 
genesis into six major components. These generalized components, from oldest to youngest, 
are Archean gneisses; the Archean (or Proterozoic?) Sartell Gneiss; Proterozoic volcanic and 
sedimentary rocks of the Mille Lacs Group; the Proterozoic Little Falls Formation; Proterozoic 
slates that form the southern extension of the Long Prairie basin; and a variety of Proterozoic 
intrusive rocks ranging from gabbroic to granitic in composition. Aspects of structural geology 
are discussed at the end of this chapter. 

The Archean rocks are gneisses that are similar in age and composition to those 
exposed to the south in the Minnesota River Valley. These are some of the oldest rocks in 
North America. The gneissic appearance (layered and foliated) is due to recrystallization and 
segregation of the constituent minerals of the rock under conditions of extreme heat and 
pressure deep within the Earth's crust into layers of differing texture and mineralogy. Subsequent 
uplift and erosion exhumed the gneisses to the present-day land surface. The gneisses range 
from granite to granodiorite in composition. Three known outcrops of this rock type are in 
the northwest part of the county: one is in a farm field near Ashley Creek, the second is in 
the town of Sauk Centre, and the third is in the town of Melrose. 

The Sartell Gneiss is also of probable Archean age; however, it is similar in texture 
and composition to rocks in Wisconsin that have been shown through isotopic age dating to 
have both Early Proterozoic and Archean components, and thus the Sartell could be of either 
age. The Sartell Gneiss contains orthopyroxene, garnet, sillimanite, hercynite, and corundum, 
minerals that are indicative of high-grade metamorphic conditions. The relationship between 
the Sartell Gneiss and the Little Falls Formation is poorly understood. 

Early Proterozoic rocks interpreted to correlate with the Mille Lacs Group form a 
wedge south of the Archean terrane, in the southwest part of the county. The Mille Lacs 
Group proper (Figure 1.2), north and west of Mille Lacs Lake, consists of a series of weakly 
metamorphosed volcanic and sedimentary rocks having minor proportions of iron-formation. 
The sequence in southwestern Stearns County, as interpreted from minimal drill-hole information 
and geophysical data, consists of weakly metamorphosed, schistose volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks having thin, intercalated beds of iron-formation. As in the Mille Lacs Lake area, rocks 
here that correlate with the Mille Lacs Group are interpreted to contain several thrust-fault
bounded slices and are overthrust by the Little Falls Formation (see the discussion below in 
the section on structural geology). 

The Little Falls Formation is composed of sillimanite-, staurolite-, and garnet-bearing 
schists derived from a protolith (parent material) of interbedded graywacke and argillite. 
This unit is well documented to the north by drill-hole and outcrop data but has not until now 
been mapped in Stearns County. Drilling data show that the Little Falls Formation forms a 
broad south-southeast-trending belt across the center of the county that is continuous with 
staurolite schists previously mapped to the north. Relict sedimentary bedding, defined by 
beds of different grain size, is nearly vertical in the drill cores recovered. 

The youngest of the sedimentary or volcanic rocks is a dark grayish-black slate that 
occurs along the north border of the county. The slate is part of a sequence that fills the Long 
Prairie basin, most of which is in Todd and Morrison Counties (Figure 1.2). Although this 
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slate is somewhat deformed and has a slaty cleavage, it is similar to and approximately the 

same age as argillite in the Virginia Formation farther north near the Mesabi iron range. 

Coarse-grained intrusive igneous rocks, formed from slow cooling of molten magma, 

are widespread throughout the county. They are especially abundant in the southeast, where 

they are exposed in numerous outcrops in and around Waite Park, St. Cloud, Rockville, and 

Cold Spring. These rocks form many separate masses that were emplaced into the pre

existing gneiss and schist. They range widely in size and composition from small pluglike 

bodies made up of ultramafic rocks (for example, peridotite), to larger plutons of gabbroic 

and granitic rock types. In the southeastern part of the county these intrusions (predominantly 

granitic rocks of varying types) form a continuum of large plutons. Numerous quarrying 

operations have been developed in these plutons. Other plutons in outlying areas are inferred 

from geophysical data and scattered confirmatory drilling. Also included among these intrusive 

rocks are fine-grained black diabase dikes that form long, tabular bodies as thick as 300 feet. 

The dikes form two discrete sets: one set is inferred from geophysical data and trends 

northwest; the second set is northeast-trending and lacks geophysical expression. Dikes of 

the latter set are exposed in several outcrops and old quarries in the Waite Park vicinity 

where they typically form the straight edges of quarry walls. The diabase dikes of both 

northwest and northeast trends cut all other rock types, and are the youngest Precambrian 

rocks in Stearns County. 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
Owing to the lack of outcrop, only generalized statements regarding the structural 

geology of Stearns County are possible. The major structural components, inferred mainly 

from geophysical data, include folds in the supracrustal rocks (Mille Lacs Group and Little 

Falls Formation), thrust faults, and strike-slip and dip-slip faults (Figure 1.1). 
Although folding has undoubtedly played a major role in the present-day distribution 

of the supracrustal rock units, all but the most generalized observations of the folding style 

are precluded by the thick glacial cover. Aeromagnetic data indicate gentle folds with northwest

trending axes in the Mille Lacs Group in the southwestern corner of the county. The near

vertical orientation of bedding in drill cores of the Little Falls Formation indicates isoclinal 

or tight folding similar to that seen in outcrops of this unit northeast of the county. 

Thrust faults are prominent features of the western half of the county; all are inferred 

from geophysical data (Figure 1.1). The inferred oldest structure is a thrust along the south 

edge of the Archean gneissic block in northwestern Stearns County. It is interpreted from 

seismic data and from studies outside the county to be a north-dipping fault that originally 

formed in Archean time and was reactivated during the Penokean Orogeny in Early Proterozoic 

time (Gibbs and others, 1984). Several thrust faults within the Mille Lacs Group in Stearns 

County correlate with similar features mapped in the Mille Lacs Group to the north. These 

faults have strongly influenced the Precambrian bedrock topography, on which pronounced 

linear topographic lows mimic the fault orientations (Setterholm and Cleland, 1995). The 

faults within the Mille Lacs Group rocks, as well as the rocks themselves, have been covered 

by overthrusting of the Little Falls Formation, which marks the latest of the inferred thrust 

faults recognized in the county. The Little Falls Formation was tectonically thrust up and 

over the older rock units. This fault continues to the north and ties in with a previously 

mapped thrust fault (Figure 1.2). Seismic models show that both this thrust and the older 

ones within the Mille Lacs Group dip to the southeast (Gibbs and others, 1984). 
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Northwest-trending, steeply dipping, strike-slip and dip-slip faults are recognized 
geophysically in the central part of the county (Figure 1.1). They may have formed as a 

result of the same northwest-oriented stresses that caused thrusting; however, they displace 

the traces of the thrust faults and therefore are somewhat younger. Some of these northwest
trending faults may be deep and fundamental structures in that they appear to have brought 

rocks that formed very deep in the crust up to their much higher, present levels. In places late 
movement on these faults may also have controlled deposition of the overlying Cretaceous 

sediments (see chapter 2). 
Minor brittle faults and fractures are commonly found in rocks exposed at the land 

surface. Although most of these very small structures are insignificant at this scale of mapping, 
they can be important local pathways for water movement, and they commonly provide storage 

for wells developed in basement rocks. Thus, the local delineation of highly fractured zones 
should enhance the chances of successful well development. An attempt was made during the 

mapping of Stearns County to develop parameters for predicting the presence of buried fracture 

zones. Fracture patterns and densities in outcrops were studied using direct observation and 

detailed aerial photographs. No useful model could be devised, however, because any given 
fracture orientation may predominate, not only on a individual outcrop, but within subzones 

of that outcrop. An attempt was also made to define fractured zones by examining the yields 
of water wells that are finished in bedrock. For example, a linear zone of relatively high
yielding water wells might be an indication of a significant fractured zone that could be 

extended and used as a guide for future well placement. Unfortunately, very little pumping 

data exist, and the distribution of wells set in basement rocks is too erratic for employment of 

this method. 
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Chapter 2 

Geology of the Late Cretaceous Strata and Pre-Late 

Cretaceous Weathering Profile, Stearns County, Minnesota 

By 

Dale R. Setterholm 

INTRODUCTION 
Sedimentary rocks of Late Cretaceous age once extended across most of the area of 

present-day Stearns County. Today the remnants of these strata, consisting chiefly of soft 

shale, claystone, and silty fine sandstone, are mostly in the eastern part of the county. Because 

they were deposited on an uneven landscape and were subsequently eroded by glacial action, 
these strata vary in residual thickness over short distances and their occurrence is patchy. 

Outcrops of the soft Cretaceous rocks are small and ephemeral. The field and laboratory 
work undertaken during preparation of the Stearns County geologic atlas (Meyer, 1995) has 
greatly augmented the information available on the subsurface of the county and allowed us 

to map the Cretaceous rocks and the surface they overlie with increased detail. 

The existence of Cretaceous rocks in Stearns County was first documented by J.H. 
Kloos in 1872. He described plastic clays with seams of impure lignite (low-rank coal) 

overlying decomposed granite in the banks of the Sauk River near Richmond. Using fossils 
found in coal exploration shafts, he correlated these deposits with strata of the Benton Group 
along the upper Missouri River. He further concluded that because Richmond was the easternmost 

location where these rocks had been found, the eastern shore of the Cretaceous sea in which 
they were deposited must have been nearby. In the 120 years since that time we have 
improved the level of detail in our knowledge of these rocks, but Kloos' observations and 

interpretations have only been reinforced by new information and investigations. 
Grout and Soper (1919) obtained samples from the outcrop Kloos described and tested 

them for use in brick making. Cobban and Merewether (1983) used fossils from wells in the 

Richmond area to correlate those rocks with the Greenhorn Formation and Carlile Shale, rock 

formations that can be traced as far as western Montana. Shurr and others (1991) used 
subsurface data to map the pre-Cretaceous surface, improve the delineation of the Cretaceous 

deposits, and to relate their thickness and distribution to the underlying topography on the 
crystalline bedrock. 

PRE-LATE CRETACEOUS GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The Cretaceous rocks of Stearns County overlie crystalline bedrock that is Archean or 

Early Proterozoic in age (chapter 1). In the long interval of time before deposition of the 
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Cretaceous rocks, which lasted 1,500 million years or longer, the bedrock surface was exposed 

to periods of weathering, including at least one episode of intense chemical weathering associated 

with subtropical conditions. Chemical processes during weathering converted the feldspars 

and other minerals of the Precambrian rocks into clay; in bulk, the weathering produced a 

mantle of clay-rich , altered bedrock materials typically greater than 100 feet thick. This 

mantle of clay-rich weathered material grades downward into the fresh Precambrian rock 

from which it was derived, and is overlain by Cretaceous sedimentary strata where post
Cretaceous erosion has not removed them (Figure 2.1). In many places, post-Cretaceous 

erosion has removed part of the weathering profile along with the formerly overlying Cretaceous 
rocks. 

BEDROCK UNITS 
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weathered 
Precambrian 

rocks 

==~=:.=======-

~~~~~~~~ -.. -~'--~' ---.... -:-::-.:-:-:-: "':' ... : 
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·Precambrian igneous unweathered crystalline rock 
and metamorphic rocks h..v.,...".",...,..--"'" 

FIGURE 2.1. 
Schematic profile of bedrock 
units in Stearns County 
showing the transitional zone 
of weathered rock that is 
typically found between 
Cretaceous and Precambrian 
geologic units. The 
weathering took place over a 
very long period of time-
1,500 million years-and 
occurred before deposition of 
the sediments that now form 
Cretaceous rocks. The 
thickness of the weathered 
zone can exceed 100 feet. 

Chemical weathering occurs through solution by acidic ground water; the effects on 
the bedrock are therefore concentrated in flow paths of the bedrock hydrologic system. In the 

case of granitoid rocks, flow is mostly along joint and fracture sets, and weathering is most 
advanced in these same structures . In metamorphic rocks the flow is enhanced additionally 
along planes of the metamorphic fabric . 

Computer modeling of the topography of the Precambrian bedrock surface (including 
saprolith) accurately portrays the surface on which Cretaceous rocks were deposited only 
where overlying Cretaceous rocks are still present to indicate erosion did not occur (Figure 

2.2; see also Setterholm, 1995; Setterholm and Cleland, 1995). Where intact, the sub-Cretaceous 

surface is as low as 850 feet above sea level. In no place was the elevation of the land 
surface lower before Cretaceous deposition, but it could have been higher and subsequently 

modified by Quaternary erosion. Precambrian rocks now occur at elevations greater than 
1300 feet above sea level in the northwest corner of the county and were at least this high in 

the Cretaceou . This indicates that the unconformable pre-Cretaceous topography had at least 
450 feet of relief within the county , even though it is part of a regional peneplain (Parham, 
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ROCK WEATHERING AND ITS BY -PRODUCTS 

The following description is derived from studies 
that concentrated on the weathering of granitoid rocks 
(Setterholm and others, 1989; Setterholm and Morey, 
1995). Several stages of the weathering process can 
be recognized in the resulting products. Immediately 
adjacent to fresh unaltered bedrock is a zone of slightly 
weathered rock (Figure 2.1) typically less than one 
foot thick. Mineral alteration is confined to fracture 
faces and to where the ferrous iron component of mafic 
minerals has been oxidized to the ferric state to produce 
iron staining; plagioclase grains have been etched locally 
along cleavage planes. 

Additional weathering produces saprock (Figure 
2.1). The lowermost few centimeters of the sap rock 
are characterized by grains of white and chalky plagioclase 
and by hornblende partly replaced by green clay, mostly 
a mixture of chlorite and smectite. Other minerals 
such as quartz, potassium feldspar, and biotite appear 
unaffected. Toward the top of the saprock, nearly all 
of the hornblende is altered to chlorite and much of 
the green clay is a mixture of illite and kaolinite. 
Plagioclase is replaced by a white clay, which is mostly 
a mixture of kaolinite and illite, and biotite is replaced 
by vermiculite. Quartz and potassium feldspar remain 
relatively unaffected. A textural correlation among 
plagioclase, hornblende, and associated clays implies 
that the sap rock was formed by weathering processes 
involving no volume change. 

The largest part of the weathered profile is a zone 
of saprolith (Figure 2.1) created by additional weathering 
of saprock. Much of the saprolith, like the underlying 
sap rock, has textural attributes that mimic those of the 
parent rock. Although there is a transitional interval 
of about three feet between saprock and saprolith, the 
saprolith is marked by the complete dissolution of 
hornblende and nearly complete dissolution of plagioclase. 
Therefore, saprolith is considerably less indurated than 
sap rock. The relative proportions of biotite and potassium 
feldspar also decrease, whereas kaolinite increases 
stratigraphically upward in the saprolith. The level 
where nearly all of the biotite and much of the potassium 
feldspar disappear generally corresponds to the level 
where primary igneous or metamorphic texture disappears. 
Above that level, the saprolith is dominated by kaolinite, 
a minor amount of quartz, and a trace amount of potassium 
feldspar. 

Development of saprolith is dependent upon a mixture 
of primary minerals that alter at different rates. Different 
dissolution rates selectively remove the more reactive 
mineral species-such as the amphiboles and 
plagioclase-first. The remaining more resistant 
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minerals--such as potassium feldspar and quartz-provide 
the supporting structural framework that is essential to 
maintain constant volume weathering conditions. 

In the upper part of the saprolith, however, dissolution 
of even the most resistant minerals leads to a breakdown 
in textural integrity. This, in turn, leads to a physical 
environment where chemical processes prevail that cause 
volume changes. Chemical changes in this zone may 
reflect absolute losses, but absolute gains also can 
take place because of the physical translocation of 
mineral constituents. 

The relative instabilities of silicate minerals, as 
inferred from the generalized weathering profile described 
above, are very similar to those first documented by 
Goldich (1938). However, in studies by the Minnesota 
Geological Survey, amphiboles alter first, followed by 
biotite; both dissolve more readily than the feldspars, 
which dissolve more rapidly than quartz. Of the feldspars, 
plagioclase is much more reactive than potassium feldspar. 
Quartz persists as a discrete primary phase in all but 
the most intensely weathered saprolith. 

The uppermost, and most weathered, part of the 
weathering profile is a zone of pisolitic, lateritic clay 

(Figur~ 2.1). Pisolites are concentrically zoned, pea
size grains in a clay matrix. As observed at St. Augusta 
(Setterholm and others, 1989), the zone is approximately 
five feet thick. The pisolites are hollow or are partly 
filled with pyrite; pyrite in turn is partly replaced by 
goethite. Goethite also rims many of the pisolites. A 
chalky, light-brownish-gray or light-gray to white clay
rich groundmass consists mostly of kaolinite and halloysite, 
with lesser amounts of quartz, gibbsite, and goethite. 
Siderite occurs as disseminated euhedral grains, and 
calcite fills many microfractures. The light-colored clay 
gives way downward to a green clay-rich interval 
composed of kaolinite, chlorite, quartz, and lesser amounts 
of gibbsite and goethite. Kaolinite-rich pisolites are 
scattered throughout both the light-colored and green 
clay intervals. 

It is reasonable to expect that during chemical 
weathering erosional and depositional processes also 
operated to some extent. Shurr (1991) reports kaolinitic 
clay with immature, cross-bedded sandstone lying beneath 
the pisolitic clay layer. Because the pisolitic clay is a 
pedogenic product of lateritic weathering (Nahon, 1980), 
deposition and subsequent subareal exposure must have 
taken place before the weathering episode ceased. 
The pisolitic layer marks a soil of the landscape upon 
which the bulk of the Upper Cretaceous rocks in Stearns 
County were deposited. 



r 
N 

Vertical exaggeration approximately x 90 

FIGURE 2.2. 
Digital topographic model of the sub-Cretaceous (Precambrian) bedrock 
surface of Stearns County. See Setterholm and Cleland (1995) for a description 
of the method used to create this image. 

1970). Based on the elevations of Cretaceous rocks elsewhere in the state, it is likely that 

areas above 1300 feet above sea level remained emergent (above sea level) throughout the 
Cretaceous . The higher areas are presently confined to a very small area in the northwes tern 

part of the county , but prior to Quaternary erosion a much larger area of western Stearns 
County may have been this high . 

The mapped configuration of the pre-Cretaceous bedrock topography (Figure 2.2 ; see 

also Setterholm and Cleland, 1995) shows a strong correlation with the bedrock units mapped 
by Boerboom and others (1995). The high ground of the northwest comer of the county is 
underlain by Archean gneiss. The irregular ridge and valley topography of the southwestern 

corner of the county is underlain by metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of the Mille 
Lacs Group. A northeast-trending belt of relatively flat terrain with elevations between 1040 

and 1080 feet above sea level crosses the center of the county and corresponds to occurrences 

of the Little Falls Formation, a staurolite schist. A granite intrusion within this belt stands as 
a topographic knob above the level of the terrain developed on staurolite schist. Areas 
underlain by the Sartell Gneiss , in the northeastern part of the county, lie mostly below 1040 

feet above ea level and include a shallow basin filled with Cretaceous strata. The southeastern 
quarter of the county is underlain by rocks of the Stearns granitic complex . As in the area 
underlain by the Sartell Gneis , the granitic terrain shows the effects of intense chemical 
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weathering that was largely controlled by the spacing and orientation of fractures in the 
bedrock. This produced knobs of relatively unfractured rock separated by linear zones of 
thick saprolith that has since been eroded. The dimension-stone industry utilizes some of the 
less fractured knobs. The irregularity of the pre-Cretaceous bedrock topography of this part 
of the county probably was responsible for preserving the remnants of Cretaceous rocks that 
occupy its low areas. Elevations of the pre-Cretaceous bedrock surface in this area are as low 
as 820 feet above sea level and as high as 1120 feet above sea level. The eastern and 
southeastern borders of the county are marked by the lowest areas of the bedrock surface and 
these drainages may mark the earliest development of the river course now occupied by the 
Mississippi River. 

MAPPING THE CRETACEOUS STRATA 

Material descriptions prepared by water well drillers are the largest source of information 
for mapping Cretaceous strata in Minnesota. Drillers are required to describe the materials 
they encounter in the drilling of a well and to file that data with the Minnesota Department of 
Health. The descriptions become part of the County Well Index (CWI) data base available 
from the Minnesota Geological Survey. Because the Cretaceous rocks are poorly lithified, 
and because the glacial deposits contain significant amounts of reworked Cretaceous material, 
drillers' descriptions are sometimes difficult to interpret in precise geological terms. References 
to gray shale, black shale, gray clay, blue clay, black clay, smeary clay, coal, and wood are 
common in descriptions of Cretaceous rocks. However, these same names are sometimes 
used to describe Quaternary materials. Inclusion of the color black, the name shale, and 
references to lignite are good but not totally reliable indicators of Cretaceous rocks. The 
sequence of materials above and below any suspected Cretaceous rocks must also be considered 
and relied upon to interpret their presence or absence. There is no gravel in the Cretaceous 
strata and therefore all Cretaceous strata must be below the position of gravel in any well log. 
Similarly, "clay and rocks" or "clay and gravel" probably indicate glacial till and any Cretaceous 
strata would have to be below these intervals. Sand and sandstone occur in the Cretaceous 
strata, but they are white and thin, whereas sand intervals in the glacial drift are typically 
brown or varied in color and may attain substantial thicknesses. Gray sands can be either 
Cretaceous or Quaternary. The Cretaceous strata overlie saprolith. If the entire saprolith is 
preserved beneath the Cretaceous rocks, its uppermost unit is a tan, red, or white pisolitic 
crust a few feet thick, and the next unit down is a very white clay. Many drillers recognize 
and describe the pisolitic unit, although they may mistake it for gravel. The upper portion of 
the saprolith is generally called white clay by drillers. The presence of this white clay 
suggests (but does not prove) that glacial erosion did not reach the pre-Cretaceous surface, 
and some Cretaceous strata are likely to be preserved as well. Lower in the saprolith the clay 
matrix becomes green or blue and some mineral grains are preserved. Most drillers recognize 
this lower portion of the saprolith and characterize it as decomposed rock, rotten granite, 
marl, maro, marle, marlu, or gritty. 

One further complication must be recognized. In the vicinity of St. Nicholas, Avon, 
and elsewhere, glacial materials have been thrust-faulted into ridges and large blocks of the 
Cretaceous bedrock have been thrust up into the glacial sequence (see chapter 4). The 
elevation of the Cretaceous material and the sequence of materials above and below it clearly 
illustrate this stratigraphic disruption. 
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There are not enough stratigraphic data of sufficient quality to map subunits of the 
Cretaceous rocks in Stearns County. 

ROCK TYPES OF THE LATE CRETACEOUS STRATA 

In some parts of the county, Cretaceous strata thicker than 200 feet have been preserved. 
All Cretaceous strata lie below an elevation of 1140 feet above sea level. 

Immediately above the weathered residuum of the Precambrian bedrock, the Cretaceous 
rocks are largely composed of reworked weathering products. Near St. Joseph (MGS-SR-l; 
see appendix) a basal lag of rounded quartz pebbles is overlain by 30 feet of poorly sorted 
clayey sandstone that contains angular to rounded quartz sand and silt, kaolinitic clay, lignite 
scraps, and rare heavy mineral laminae. These materials were probably first bedded and then 
bioturbated. The reworked weathering products could easily be mistaken for saprolith except 
for the presence of rounded sand- and pebble-size grains. The basal sandstone is overlain by 
a sequence of carbonaceous siltstone and silty shale, each 3 to 20 feet thick; the siltstone and 
shale contain fine-grained, noncalcareous concretions, and pyrite as balls or burrow fillings. 
The shale is dark olive gray to black depending on organic content; it can be silty throughout 
or exhibit silty partings. The remainder of the section consists mainly of dark gray, noncalcareous 
shale with micaceous and silty partings, or silt laminae. The shales are commonly burrowed; 
the burrows contain silt-size quartz and mica. Siderite concretions are common, as are 
fragments of calcareous, pearlescent shell material. Rare fragments of lignite as wide as half 
an inch also are in the shale. 

At MGS-SR-6 (see appendix), a three-foot-thick section of flaggy marl containing 
inoceramid (clam) shells, black fish bones and scales, and white carbonate specks is overlain 
by three feet of dark-olive shale with white carbonate specks, and eight feet of calcareous, 
dark-olive shale containing calcareous concretions. All of the calcareous strata have a relatively 
high natural-gamma expression that stands out from the rest of the Cretaceous sequence. 
Two juvenile specimens of the clam Mytiloides (W.A. Cobban, written commun., 1995) were 
collected from this unit. The calcareous section lies below noncalcareous shale similar to that 
previously described. Although MGS-SR-l encountered a thicker sequence of Cretaceous 
strata, and cored a wider elevation range, no calcareous strata similar to those at MGS-SR-6 
were encountered. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE CRETACEOUS ROCKS 

The bedrock geologic map (Boerboom and others, 1995) shows the current understanding 
of the distribution of Cretaceous rocks in the county. The upper limit of the Cretaceous rocks 
in Stearns County is an undulating surface marking an erosional unconformity with the overlying 
Quaternary deposits (Setterholm, 1995). The lower limit of the Cretaceous rocks also has 
high relief and is an erosional unconformity with the pre-Cretaceous weathering surface. In 
the western half of the county, the Cretaceous strata have been removed by erosion, along 
with most of the weathering profile, and Quaternary deposits are in contact with solid Precambrian 
bedrock (Figure 2.1). In the eastern half of the county the erosion has been less extensive, 
but it is still the most important factor in Cretaceous rock distribution. The erosion reflected 
in the present distribution of Cretaceous rocks correlates well with Quaternary processes and 
deposits. For example, the northwest-to-southeast-trending edge of the Cretaceous rocks near 
Richmond corresponds to the limit of the Superior Lobe advance in that area, suggesting that 
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FIGURE 2.3. 
Correlation of established divisions of geologic time 
with corresponding rock units in Stearns County. 
Unconformities mark long periods of time for which no 
deposits have been identified in the county. 

erosion associated with that advance removed Cretaceous strata in the vicinity of its terminal 
position. The blocks of Cretaceous bedrock thrust into glacial sequences also emphasize the 
importance of glacial processes in eroding the Cretaceous rocks. For example, in southern 

Maine Prairie Township, Cretaceous shale is exposed in an excavation at an elevation of 
approximately 1300 feet above sea level (see also chapter 4). Several glacial units overlie the 
shale and many of their contacts are marked by folding and shearing. Because the shale dips 
to the north at about 35 degrees, and vertical soil borings as deep as 55 feet did not completely 
penetrate it, its true thickness must be at least 46 feet. However, the bedrock surface in this 
area is mapped at approximately 1020 feet above sea level, more than 200 feet below the 
shale block. Obviously, substantial blocks of the Cretaceous bedrock have been thrust into 
the glacial deposits. 

The largest volume of Cretaceous rocks is preserved in areas of high relief on the pre

Cretaceous bedrock surface. A shallow basin of about 60 square miles in the Collegeville area 
contains Cretaceous rocks that are in some places thicker than 200 feet. The greatest thicknesses 
are close to the steepest slopes on the basin walls. 

At the eastern border of the county the lowest part of the bedrock surface is barren of 
Cretaceous strata. The deep, narrow, and sinuous character of the bedrock surface suggests 
this area is the product of fluvial erosion. 

STRATIGRAPHY AND DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY 

The sequence of Cretaceous strata described in this report are interpreted to represent 
an upward transition from a fluvial, fresh-water depositional environment to nearshore and 
offshore marine environments. An outcrop of shale and lignite that overlies residuum on 
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weathered Precambrian rocks occurs at the confluence of the Mississippi River and the Two 
River in Morrison County. These shale beds, only a few miles northeast of Stearns County, 
contain fossils of the fresh-water pelecypod Unio (Upham, 1888). The beds were assigned to 
the Dakota Formation by Stauffer and Thiel (1941) and consequently are considered to be of 
Cenomanian age (Figure 2.3). Pierce (1961) sampled outcrops of Cretaceous lignite near 
Richmond and reported Cenomanian-age pollen from terrigenous plants indicative of a warm 
temperate climate similar to the rain forests of the Pacific Northwest. The lowermost strata 
cored at MGS-SR-l and MGS-SR-6 (see appendix) resemble the materials at Richmond and 
are interpreted therefore to have been deposited in a similar fresh-water environment. Overlying 
them is shale that contains substantially less disseminated silt but more abundant discrete silt 
laminae. The shale contains rare fragments of lignite and common fragments of inoceramid 
shells, indicating a shallow-marine affinity. It is lithologically similar to the Graneros Shale 
and parts of the Carlile Shale of southwestern Minnesota (Setterholm, 1994). Within the 
overlying shale at MGS-SR-6 is an interval of marl and calcareous speckled shale that is 
lithologically similar to the Greenhorn Formation and the Fairport Member of the Carlile 
Shale. The specimens of Mytiloides found in these rocks resemble juveniles from the zone of 
Collignoniceras woollgari in the Fairport Member of the Carlile Shale (W.A. Cobban, written 
commun., 1995) which is middle Turonian in age. Mytiloides mytiloides of early Turonian age 
has been found in the Greenhorn Formation in western Minnesota (Shurr, 1980). The well 
described by Kloos (1872) is only about 1500 feet from MGS-SR-6, and it contained marine 
fossils of middle Turonian age (Cobban and Merewether, 1983). No calcareous strata were 
encountered in the core from MGS-SR-l, even though that hole began at a higher elevation 
and was completed at a lower elevation than MGS-SR-6. The difference in rock type may 
have been caused by local variations in depositional environment. The strata at MGS-SR-6 
were deposited in a small basin that opened to the east, creating an indirect connection with 
the open seaway. The chemical composition of the water in the basin, and the sediment that 
settled within it, apparently differed enough to prevent deposition of strata typical of the 
Greenhorn Formation or Fairport Member of the Carlile Shale. 
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Chapter 3 

Quaternary Geology of Stearns County, Minnesota 

By 

Gary N. Meyer and Alan R. Knaeble 

INTRODUCTION 

Nearly all of Stearns County is covered with sediment deposited during the geologic 

age known as the Quaternary Period, which began about 1.6 million years ago and extends to 
the present. The Quaternary is divided into two epochs: the Pleistocene (Ice Age) and 
Holocene (from 10,000 years ago to the present) . Most of the surficial sediment of the area 

was deposited by continental glaciation during the Pleistocene Epoch. The sediment record 
indicates that throughout the Pleistocene the Laurentide ice sheet flowed into Minnesota from 
two major source areas in northern Canada-the Keewatin sector northwest of Minnesota, and 

the Labrador sector to the northeast (Figure 3.1). The flowpaths crossed different types of 
rocks; the resulting difference in sediment composition (Table 3.1) is used to reconstruct 
Quaternary history. 

Ice flowing into Minnesota from the Keewatin sector passed over two distinct source 
areas ("provenances") for sediments deposited in the state-the Riding Mountain provenance 
to the west and northwest, and the Winnipeg provenance to the north and northwest (Figure 
3.2). Glacial sediment of Riding Mountain provenance is recognized by the presence of 
Cretaceous Pierre Shale (Riding Mountain Formation in Canada) detritus, which was incorporated 
by Keewatin ice as it flowed across southwest Manitoba and eastern North Dakota. Riding 

Mountain National Park occupies a large area in southwest Manitoba that overlies Riding 
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FIGURE 3.1. 
Approximate extent of 
the Laurentide ice 
sheet at its glacial 
maximum and the 
direction of ice flo w 
f rom the Keewatin and 
Labrador sectors. 



TABLE 3.1. Physical attributes of glacial deposits in Stearns County 
classified by ice source (sector) and sediment provenance. 

ICE SECTOR KEEWATIN (NORTHWEST) LABRADOR (NORTHEASn 

PROVENANCE RIDING MOUNTAIN WINNIPEG RAINY (WADENA) SUPERIOR 

TILL TEXTURE loamy loamy to clayey sandy sandy 

COLOR 
oxidized yellow brown to olive brown yellow brown to olive brown yellow to yellow brown brown to red brown 
unoxidized gray gray. dark gray. green gray gray gray to red gray 

PEBBLE TYPE 
carbonate common uncommon to abundant uncommon to common rare to common 
gray-green rocks uncommon to common uncommon to common uncommon to common common to abundant 
red felsite & ss. absent to uncommon absent to uncommon rare to uncommon uncommon to common 
gray shale common absent to uncommon absent to rare absent 

Mountain Formation strata. Glacial sediment of Winnipeg provenance contains appreciable 

amounts of detritus (rock fragments) deri ved from both Cretaceous rocks older than the Pierre 

Shale and Paleozoic carbonate rocks of the Winnipeg lowlands ; the sediment with its characteristic 
rock fragments was incorporated by Keewatin ice as it flowed across southeast Manitoba and 

northwest Minnesota. 
Ice flowing into Minnesota from the Labrador sector also passed over two distinct 

provenances . Ice carrying detritus of Rainy provenance advanced into the state from the 

north and northeast, across a broad area centered on Rainy Lake (Figure 3.2). This ice 

incorporated Precambrian igneous and metamorphic rocks from southwest Ontario and northeast 
Minnesota. Ice carrying detritus of Superior provenance advanced from the east and northeast 

FIGURE 3.2. 
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UNIT West PROVENANCE East AGE FIGURE 3.3. 
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Diagram showing the relative 
timing and extent of ice advances 
that deposited each till in Stearns 
County. Late Wisconsinan 
deposits are grouped by lobe, as 
the general shape of each ice 
advance can be determined by the 
landforms left behind. Landforms 
left by earlier advances were 
subsequently buried and 
obliterated, so pre-late 
Wisconsinan deposits are grouped 
by sediment provenance. See the 
section on till stratigraphy and 
Meyer and others (1995) for 
further information on the units. 

across the Lake Superior basin, from which it collected the characteristically red volcanic and 
sedimentary rocks of the Keweenawan Supergroup (Middle Proterozoic age). 

The uppermost sediment across the area was laid down during or after the last glaciation, 

the late Wisconsinan, which lasted from about 35,000 to 10,000 years ago. Sediment deposited 
during earlier glaciations, except for in a few small areas, is found preserved only in the 
subsurface. Study of core has yielded evidence for at least four pre-late Wisconsinan advances 

of Labrador-source ice (Rainy and Superior provenance) , and at least five earlier advances of 
Keewatin-source ice (all of Winnipeg provenance) (Figure 3.3) . Of the various deposits laid 
down during continental glaciation throughout the Pleistocene, unsorted deposits of cIay- to 

boulder-size material (glacial till), laid down directly from glacial ice, are particularly useful 
for ordering the sequence of glacial advances that affected Stearns County. Each till records 
a distinct glacial advance into the county . Weathering zones on top of each till indicate the 

relative length of time between glacial advances . Subsurface studies (Meyer, 1986, 1996) 
indicate that alternating Labrador- and Keewatin-source ice advances crossed central Minnesota 
during each major glacial period of the Pleistocene. 

MAPPING METHOD 

The Stearns County surficial geologic map (Meyer and Knaeble , 1995) and the map 
and cross sections on the Quaternary stratigraphy plate of the atlas (Meyer and others, 1995) 

were constructed by interpreting information from U.S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangle 
maps and reports (Wolf, 1976; Lindholm, 1980; Delin, 1990); the Stearns County soil survey 
(Sutton , 1985), as well as soil surveys for surrounding counties; aerial photographs; earlier 

reports of the Minnesota Geological Survey (Upham, 1888; Stauffer and Thiel, 1933; Cooper, 
1935; Hobbs and Goebel , 1982; Meyer, 1986; Southwick and others, 1986, 1990) and by 
Mooers (1988, 1990); field observations made during the summers of 1993 and 1994; and a 

multitude of subsurface records from a variety of sources. Topographic maps and aerial 
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FIGURE 3.4. Topographic map showing a fan-shaped ridge composed 
primarily of sand and gravel that underlies the town of St. Stephen. The 
fan was deposited at the mouth of a large subglacial stream at the 
receding margin of the Superior lobe. The ridge was progressively built 
from southwest to northeast as fan segments were deposited in a stagnant 
ice-walled channel. The narrow ridge (sawteeth point up-ice) east of the 
fan, the trend of which is perpendicular to that of the fan, was built at 
the edge of active ice as the Superior lobe paused in retreat in the vicinity 
of St. Stephen. Area shown is 2.2 miles wide; contour interval 10 feet. 
(U.S. Geological Survey St. Stephen quadrangle, 7.S-minute series, 1965.) 
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FIGURE 3.5. 
Topographic map showing an esker 
within an ice-stagnation moraine. 
The narrow sinuous ridge of sand and 
gravel that forms an esker is 
commonly bounded on both sides by 
strings of small lakes and depressions. 
These landforms represent an 
inversion of topography, in that sand 
and gravel that was deposited at the 
base of a subglacial stream (arrows 
indicate direction of flow), now form a 
ridge (th!! ice that once walled the 
subglacial stream melted). Area 
shown is 1.45 miles wide; contour 
interval 10 feet. (U.S. Geological 
Survey A von quadrangle, 7.5-minute 
series, 1965.) 

FIGURE 3.6. 
~~~i~~~ Topographic map 

~6~~~=fiI~~~'5F~r~~:=:::=~~~~ showing a "hill-hole 
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pair" created by ice 
thrusting at the 
glacial margin. Most 
of the sediment 
composing the hill is 
thought to have been 
plucked up from the 
area now occupied by 
Upper Spunk Lake. 
Ice-thrust landforms 
are discussed in 
detail in chapter 4. 
Area shown is 1.85 
miles wide; contour 
interval 10 feet. 
(U.S. Geological 
Survey Avon 
quadrangle, 7.5-
minute series, 1965.) 



FIGURE 3.7. 
Topographic map 
showing 
subglacially 
molded, elongated 
hills called 
drumlins, which
indicate the 
direction of 
former ice flow. 
The drumlins are 
cut by a channel 
that was incised 
by glacial 
meltwater. Area 
shown is 1.65 
miles wide; 
contour interval 
10 feet. (U.S. 
Geological Survey 
Holdingford 
quadrangle, 7.5-
minute series, 
1965.) 

photographs are useful primarily for recognizing glacial landforms like ice marginal ridges 

and ice-contact fans, eskers, ice-thrust hills, drumlins and meltwater channels, and ice-stagnation 

features, including ice-walled-lake plains (Figures 3.4 -3.8). A more detailed understanding 

of the sediments that make up the landforms is derived from soil maps, field observations, 

and subsurface data. A materials map, compiled from interpretation of soil units, field observations, 

and subsurface data, is converted into a geologic map when it is combined with the landform 

interpretation and an understanding of the regional geologic history . 

Available subsurface information was supplemented by drilling during the 1993 and 

1994 field seasons. Shallow holes drilled with a Giddings soil auger generally reached depths 

of 10 to 25 feet and were useful primarily in constructing the Stearns County surficial geologic 

map (Meyer and Knaeble, 1995). A number of the Des Moines-lobe units on that map 

(uppermost Keewatin-source units) are defined by their relative thickness above sediments of 

different provenance. A twenty-foot cutoff was used to differentiate these units owing to 

depth limits of auger drilling, general outcrop thickness, and the effects of landform masking. 
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FIGURE 3.8. 
Topographic map showing 
small ice-walled-lake plains. 
The flat-topped hills, the 
surfaces of which are 
underlain by fine sand and 
silt that was deposited in a 
former lake bottom, 
represent an inversion of 
topography. The former 
lake bottoms now rise above 
the area once occupied by 
the ice that walled the lakes. 
Area shown is 1.15 miles 
wide; contour interval 10 
feet. (U.S. Geological 
Survey Albany quadrangle, 
7.5-minute series, 1965. ) 

Seven core holes were drilled for this project in the fall of 1994 by a private contractor 

using the Rotasonic method, which uses resonant vibrations and limited rotation to core 

unconsolidated materials with minimum sample compaction or disturbance. Continuous core 
of the complete Quaternary section was obtained from all seven holes. Descriptive and 
graphic logs of each core hole are in the appendix . The cores were extremely useful in 

working out the Pleistocene stratigraphy of the county as portrayed in the cross sections on 
Plate 4 of the atlas (Meyer and others, 1995) and discussed below. A number of cuttings sets 
from rotary test holes and wells were also available for examination, mostly from the southwest 

corner of the county (Figure 3.9). 

TILL STRATIGRAPHY 

The Plei stocene stratigraphic sequence of Stearns County is divided into five groups 
or "units" ba ed on distinct, informally named tills that are recognized mostly in the subsurface 

(Figure 3.3). Unit v tills were tentatively recognized at the base of a few deep holes in the 
southwe t corner of the county (tills VS and VW in Figure 3.9) . The unit v tills were 

depo ited by an ice advance originating in the Labrador sector that carried Superior-provenance 
detritu , followed by an advance from the Keewatin sector that deposited Winnipeg-provenance 
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EXPLANATION 

VS Unit v (Superior provenance) ML Meyer Lake till 
VW Unit v (Winnipeg provenance) SC Sauk Centre till 
ED Elmdale till WD Wadena till 
SK Shooks till PZ Pierz till 

SR Second Red till NU New Ulm Till 
EB Eagle Bend till bs Undifferentiated bedded sediment 
FR First Red till SC/ML Undifferentiated Sauk Centre till 

over Meyer Lake till 

FIGURE 3.9. 
Graphic presentation of stratigraphic interpretations derived from 25 cuttings sets 
in the Brooten-Belgrade area of southwest Stearns County. This quasi-cross 
sectional view is highly schematic and does not represent true relative distances 
between cuttings sets. The sets are ordered on the horizontal axis by location 
from northwest to southeast. The vertical scale has been greatly exaggerated to 
enable very thin units to be portrayed. The holes from which cuttings sets 2518 
and 2520 were collected were not drilled to bedrock. The jagged line bounding 
cuttings sets 990 and 2842 indicate a greater than common distance between these 
two holes. See the section in the text on till stratigraphy for further information. 
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TABLE 3.2. A verage values for matrix texture of tills recog
nized in outcrop and (or) core in Stearns County, Minnesota. 

[Matrix texture is a measure of the amount of sand, silt, and clay within a sediment. Descriptive 
terms, such as loam, silt loam, and sandy clay loam, are based on the relative grain-size 

distributions. Abbreviations: mm, millimeter; wgt, weight.] 

Percentage Percentage 
greater than 1 mm of total Percentage of 

Number VERY sample wgt 2-mm & smaller fraction 
SAMPLES COARSE SAND GRAVEL SAND SILT CLAY 

New Ulm 138 9 5 45 34 21 
Pierz 160 10 9 58 28 14 
Wadena 46 9 7 56 32 12 

Browerville 8 8 5 44 36 20 
Saum 5 9 7 57 29 14 
Sauk Centre 38 7 4 39 41 20 

St. Francis 7 6 4 54 32 14 
Meyer Lake 47 7 3 37 39 24 
First Red 17 6 5 58 27 15 

Eagle Bend 11 8 2 28 42 30 
Shooks 7 12 6 63 26 11 
Elmdale 58 9 3 29 41 30 

till rich in clasts of Paleozoic carbonate rocks. During the next youngest period (represented 

in the subsurface by unit w tills), and following deposition of the northwest-source Elmdale 

till, ice carrying Rainy-provenance detritus extended south into Stearns County (Figure 3.3). 

The Winnipeg-provenance Elmdale till of unit w is characterized by a relatively low content 

of Paleozoic carbonate clasts and, in general, a relatively high content of Cretaceous clasts. 

It was encountered in five of the seven Rotasonic core holes drilled across the county and 

apparently forms the basal till across much of the area. 

During the period that unit x tills were deposited, ice carrying detritus of Superior 

provenance dominated flow from the Labrador sector into Stearns County. Ice flowing southeastward 

into the county from the Keewatin sector again left till rich in Paleozoic carbonate clasts 

similar to that of unit vw till. The Winnipeg-provenance tills of unit x dominate the Pleistocene 

section across much of the western half of Stearns County and are commonly found in the 

eastern half interbedded with Superior-provenance sediment. 

The beginning of the period of time that encompasses the deposition of unit y tills 

was marked by a resurgence of ice carrying detritus of Rainy provenance into central Minnesota. 

A later advance of ice carrying detritus of Winnipeg provenance left till having only moderate 

amounts of Paleozoic carbonate and some Cretaceous clasts, similar to that of unit w till. Till 

and related deposits of unit y have been positively identified only in the northern quarter of 

the county. These deposits probably were stripped away from the southern portion by later 

erosion, because they are believed to be present in the subsurface south (down-ice) of Stearns 

County (Meyer, 1986). 

The youngest tills, which constitute unit z, were deposited in the late Wisconsinan 

period, during which time till and related sediment of both Rainy and Superior provenance 

were deposited by Labrador-source ice in Stearns County. For the first time till rich in clasts 

derived from the Cretaceous Pierre Shale was laid down by Keewatin-source ice (the Des 

Moines lobe), indicating a source farther west (Riding Mountain provenance) than previous 

Keewatin advances into the county. 
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TABLE 3.3. Average values for the very coarse (1-2 millimeter) sand fraction 
of tills recognized in outcrop and (or) core in Stearns County, Minnesota. 

[Technique for counting sand grains followed that described by Meyer (1986), except for monomineralic quartz, which was 
separated from other grains in the granitic category. Trace (T), less than 0.5 percent; leader (--), insufficient or no data.] 

After Unknown is 
excluded, percentage 

of total grains counted 
Percentage of total grains 

counted 
Percentage of total grains 

counted 

a: 
w 
ID(J) 
:2iw 
~...J 
zll. 
...J:2i «« 
I-(J) 
OLL 
1-0 

New Ulm 96 
Pierz 111 
Wadena 28 

Browerville 4 
Saum 6 
Sauk Centre 23 

St. Francis 5 
Meyer Lake 22 
First Red 7 

Eagle Bend 9 
Shooks 4 
Elmdale 30 

ROCK TYPES 

I: 
III 

()1 
til 

.0 :I 
0 

E 0 G.I 
N () 

III 0 III 
() 

~ '§ G.I ... III 
Il. Il. () 

61 21 18 
92 8 T 
82 17 1 

62 31 7 
84 16 T 
56 43 

85 14 
66 33 
87 11 2 

54 43 3 
98 2 0 
76 16 8 

1: 2 

== 0 
I: 

..lo: 
I: 
~ 

2 
1 
3 

2 
2 
4 

3 
2 
8 

1 Mostly carbonate detritus. 

PRECAMBRIAN 

G.I 
I: 

() 0 - ~ I: 
III ..lo: 

III ... ... :I III 
C!l " c 

-til 
-0 

-0 I: 
G.I III 
a: (J) 

60 25 13 2 T 
46 25 18 9 2 
56 24 13 4 1 

44 42 13 0 0 
-- 16 3 

67 16 14 1 0 

37 29 19 8 4 
56 23 15 2 
33 35 17 6 5 

47 33 15 2 
58 33 8 0 0 
45 41 11 1 T 

CRETACEOUS 

til :c 

... 
G.I 
.c: -0 

- G.I 
I: 32 G.I >: E () 

G.I III G.I 
I: 01 ... c.. 
0 ('II 

~ .!!!, ... - - G.I 
til 

~ ~ ."!:: ~ G.I I: 
E G.I ('II ('II 

01 
.;: 

:.:::i 
.c: .c: .c: 

:.:::i 
>-

(J) (J) (J) Il. 

T 5 1 93 T 1 T 
T 66 13 6 2 3 1 
2 65 25 7 0 0 3 

1 38 15 30 5 10 
3 
2 56 21 13 5 0 5 

3 70 30 0 0 0 0 
3 69 23 0 0 0 8 
4 68 30 0 0 0 2 

2 63 24 0 9 0 2 
1 
2 55 13 3 7 5 11 

2The values for Unknown (largely detritus from Precambrian saprolith) are expressed as a percentage of total grains 
counted. 

... 
G.I 
.c: 
0 

T 
9 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

2 

6 

Little is known about the Second Red till (Meyer, 1986) of unit x in Stearns County 

as it, along with the unit v tills, was tentatively recognized in only a few cuttings sets (Figure 
3.9). All other tills in Figure 3.3 were recognized in outcrop and (or) core. 

Descriptions of Individual Tills 
This section contains details on the attributes of the 12 till units recognized in Stearns 

County. This information is of interest to professional geologists and hydro geologists who 

require some knowledge of the stratigraphic framework of the county in order to deal with 
environmental and land-use issues. Other readers may wish to skim this material or skip it 
entirely. 

The till units are described in order from oldest to youngest. The following figures 
and tables pertain directly to the descriptions: 

Texture 
Average values .................... Figure 3.13 (p. 29); Table 3.2 (p. 24) 

Elmdale till ............................ Figure 3.10 (p. 26) 

Meyer Lake & 
Sauk Centre tills .................. Figure 3.10 (p. 26) 

Rock types 
Average values .................... Figure 3.11 (p. 27); Table 3.3 (p. 25) 

Sediment provenance ............... Figure 3.3 (p. 18); Figure 3.12 (p. 28) 

Stratigraphic units 
& interpretation .......................... Figure 3.3 (p. 18); Figure 3.9 (p. 23); Figure 3.12 (p. 28) 
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FIGURE 3-10. 
The texture of selected 
Stearns County tills. Each 
point symbol on the graphs 
represents a single sample 
of till. See Table 3-2 for 
further information. 

100% 100% 100% 
Clay 

B . 
. Meyer Lake (0) and Sauk Centre f+-) tills 

silt loam 

~~ ~ 100%~-~--~--~5LO~-O----~--~100% 

Elmdale till. The oldest till exposed in Stearns County is the Winnipeg-provenance 
Elmdale till (Meyer, 1986). The Elmdale is the basal till across much of the county. Older 
sediment of unit v, found preserved only in deep buried valleys (Figure 3.9), apparently was 
eroded from most of the county prior to or during the advance of the glacier that deposited 
the Elmdale till. The Elmdale till is characterized by a variable but generally clayey texture, 
and by only low to moderate amounts of Paleozoic carbonate clasts. The Elmdale till on 
average contains more pre-Pierre Shale Cretaceous clasts than any other Stearns County till. 
Clasts derived from Precambrian saprolith are also common. In many places the rock types 
and texture of the Elmdale appear to correspond closely to the underlying bedrock. For 
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FIGURE 3.11. 
The average proportions of selected rock types in the 1-2-millimeter sand 
fraction of Stearns County tills. Diagram A plots undifferentiated 
Precambrian, Cretaceous, and Paleozoic rock types; diagrams Band C plot 
different groupings within the Precambrian category. See Table 3.3 for 
further information. 
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EXPLANATION 

Riding Mountain provenance-Moderate to high 
content of Cretaceous detritus (mostly Prerre 
Shale) ; moderate content of Paleozoic carbonate 
detritus . 

Superior provenance-Keweenawan volcanic and 
sedimentary rock detritus. 

Rainy provenance-Precambrian igneous and 
metamorphic rock detritus. 

Winnipeg provenance-
Low to moderate content of Cretaceous detritus; low 

to moderate content of Paleozoic carbonate 
detritus . 

Low content of Cretaceous detritus; moderate to 
high content of Paleozoic carbonate detritus. 

H--Jl~·:\-+t±:i~Centr.' Minn. 

LOCATION DIAGRAM 

Stratigraphic correlation of tills of central and north-central Minnesota, 
emphasizing sediment provenance. Information for north-central Minnesota is 
from Meyer (1996); information for central Minnesota was drawn from a report 
on the Todd County area (Meyer, 1986) and from Quaternary subsurface 
mapping for the Stearns County geologic atlas (Meyer and others, 1995). 

example, in core MGS-SR-4 (appendix) where the till overlies saprolith formed in Precambrian 
gneiss, the Elmdale has a loamy texture and most clasts are derived from the gneiss. In core 
MGS-SR-7, where the till overlies Cretaceous strata, the Elmdale has a clayey texture and 
many of the clasts are derived from the local Cretaceous bedrock. The Elmdale till in core 

MGS-SR-4 is leached at the top and mottled, indicating at least a short hiatus (interglacial?) 
before deposition of the overlying Shooks till. 

Shooks till. The oldest Rainy-provenance till recognized in Stearns County overlies 

the Elmdale till and is correlated with the Shooks till of north-central Minnesota (Meyer, 

1996) on the basis of stratigraphic position. In north-central Minnesota the Shooks overlies 
the Elmdale-equivalent Wirt Lake till and underlies the Big Fork till. Due to the similarity of 

the Wirt Lake and Big Fork tills and the lack of Shooks till above most Elmdale till sections 

in the area, it remains uncertain whether the Big Fork till is present in central Minnesota. No 
till equivalent to the Big Fork is present in the two cores (MGS-SR-3 and MGS-SR-4; appendix) 

and two cuttings sets (Figure 3.9) in which the Shooks till is recognized. In these four 
sections the Shooks till is overlain by tills of unit x. In core MGS-SR-5, Elmdale till overlies 
organic silt that is leached at the top; at depth the core contains a thin bed of Elmdale till-like 
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sediment. This section may represent the Big Fork-Wirt Lake contact, although the organic 
material could simply be reworked Cretaceous sediment. 

The Shooks till in north-central Minnesota is distinguished from other Rainy-provenance 
tills by stratigraphic position and a commonly more clayey texture (Meyer, 1996). The sandy 
texture for Shooks till in Stearns County is. derived from the two core sections discussed 
above. The Shooks till in the two cuttings sets is more clayey. 

Eagle Bend till. The only known exposures of the clayey, carbonate-rich Eagle 
Bend till are found in Stearns County. However, the Eagle Bend till apparently is not as 
widespread in the subsurface of Stearns County as it is to the north in the Todd County area 
(Meyer, 1986). The underlying Superior-provenance Second Red till is even more patchily 
distributed across the county; it is tentatively recognized in a few cuttings sets (Figure 3.9) 
and is interpreted to have been incorporated within the Eagle Bend till in core MGS-SR-5 
(appendix). The Eagle Bend till typically has a much greater content of Paleozoic carbonate 
clasts than the older Winnipeg-provenance Elmdale till. Its texture is more clayey than the 
younger Winnipeg-provenance Meyer Lake and Sauk Centre tills. Quartz clasts are also more 
common than in the Meyer Lake and Sauk Centre tills. Cretaceous-clast content for the Eagle 
Bend till generally falls between the Elmdale and the Meyer Lake and Sauk Centre tills. A 
thick weathered zone topping most Eagle Bend till sections indicates a relatively long hiatus, 
probably an interglacial period, prior to deposition of the overlying First Red till (Meyer, 
1986). 

First Red till. Superior-provenance till between the Winnipeg-provenance Eagle 
Bend and Meyer Lake tills is the First Red till (Meyer, 1986). Owing to their similar rock 
types and the scarcity of relevant data, it is not possible at prest?nt to distinguish the First Red 
till from other pre-late Wisconsinan Superior-provenance tills where intervening Winnipeg 
provenance tills are absent. For example, the two Superior-provenance tills between the Sauk 
Centre and Elmdale tills in core MGS-SR-7 (appendix) could be First Red over Second Red 
instead of the interpreted St. Francis over First Red. The First Red till and the younger St. 
Francis till are distinguished from the late Wisconsinan Pierz till of the Superior lobe by 
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The average matrix textures of Stearns County tills. See Table 3.2 for 
further information. 
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having a lower gravel content and a much lower percentage of 1- to 2-millimeter sand grains. 
The First Red and St. Francis tills also are distinguished from the Pierz till by having a higher 
percentage of Precambrian sandstone and quartz clasts. The First Red till was buried soon 
after deposition by the Meyer Lake till and related sediments (Meyer, 1986). 

Meyer Lake till. The Meyer Lake till and the younger and similar Sauk Centre till 
are the most commonly encountered pre-late Wisconsinan sediments across Stearns County. 
Differences between the two tills are not as distinct as in the Todd County area (Meyer, 
1986). Color, texture, and the percentage of dark Precambrian and total Cretaceous clasts 
were much closer in sections studied for this report. As in the Todd County area, the Meyer 
Lake till has fewer "granitic" and more quartz clasts than the Sauk Centre till and, on average, 
fewer Paleozoic carbonate clasts than the Sauk Centre till. The Meyer Lake till also has more 
incorporated organic debris. The similarity of the two tills, despite separation by thick beds 
of stratified sediment in places (unit bs in Figure 3.9), and the lack of a well-developed 
weathering zone between them, suggest that the Meyer Lake and Sauk Centre tills were 
deposited during the same glacial period. 

Blocks of reddish lake sediment and plant debris are present within the upper part of 
the Meyer Lake till in core MGS-SR-3 (appendix), perhaps an indication that a proglacial 
lake once covered the stagnant ice-cored Meyer Lake till. The advancing ice carried detritus 
of Superior provenance. Upon melting of the stagnant ice, the overlying till and lake sediment 
collapsed and were intermixed. The overlying Superior-provenance St. Francis till in core 
MGS-SR-3 was in turn overlain by lake sediment, possibly indicating blockage of meltwater 
drainage to the south by ice carrying detritus of Winnipeg provenance. The ice eventually 
advanced and deposited the Sauk Centre till on top of the lake sediment. The First Red, 
Meyer Lake, St. Francis, and Sauk Centre tills probably were all deposited during the same 
glaciation. 

St. Francis till. The Superior-provenance till between the Sauk Centre and Meyer 
Lake tills is herein informally named the St. Francis till, after a small village in northern 
Stearns County. The St. Francis till was first recognized in core MGS-SR-3, drilled near the 
village. The St. Francis till is correlated with the Red Sandy till of the Todd County area 
(Meyer, 1986), and the term St. Francis till is given preference in this report. Based on cores 
drilled for the Stearns atlas (appendix) and available cuttings (Figure 3-9), it appears that the 
ice advance that deposited the St. Francis till did not reach as far west as earlier advances 
carrying detritus of Superior provenance. 

Sauk Centre till. The last Winnipeg-provenance till of unit x to be laid down 
across Stearns County is herein informally named the Sauk Centre till, after the town of that 
name in northwest Stearns County. Shallow exposures of the till are present in the cutbank of 
Hoboken Creek at the western boundary of Sauk Centre. The Sauk Centre till is also found in 
core MGS-SR-4 (appendix) from a hole drilled at a site several miles southwest of the town 
of Sauk Centre. The ice advance that deposited the Sauk Centre till covered Stearns County, 
with the possible exception of the northeast corner. Core MGS-SR-2 (appendix), taken from 
a drill hole near Opole, had no Sauk Centre till between fluvial sediment associated with the 
older St. Francis and younger Saum advances. The Sauk Centre till is the Green till of Meyer 
(1986). The term Sauk Centre till is given preference in this report. The unique olive color 
and other indi.cations of weathering in the upper part of the till, noted previously in several 
test holes north and east of Sauk Centre, were not found in the four core sections studied for 
this report or in any exposures of the till across the county. All four core sections of the Sauk 
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Centre till appear to have been truncated by erosion. The lack of overlying tills of unit y, 

which are present to the north and south, indicates that extensive erosion took place across 
Stearns County following deposition of the unit y Browerville till; the erosion extended down 
into and removed the top of the Sauk Centre till. Where present, the younger Winnipeg
provenance Browerville till is distinguished from the Sauk Centre till by differences in the 
content of Paleozoic carbonate, total Cretaceous, and quartz clasts. 

Sauro till. On the basis of stratigraphic position, the Rainy-provenance till of unit y 
in Stearns County is correlated with the Saum till of north-central Minnesota (Meyer, 1996). 
It is the Sandy till of Meyer (1986); the term Saum till is given preference in this report. The 
Saum till is recognized in only a few places within the county, mainly along the northern 
border. The Saum till is quite similar to the late Wisconsinan Rainy-provenance Wadena till, 
and the two tills are difficult to distinguish without the intervening Browerville till. Insufficient 
data make it impossible to lithologically distinguish the Saum till from the Rainy-provenance 
Shooks till in central Minnesota. 

Organic deposits separating thin Saum till from even thinner Browerville till in core 
MGS-SR-3 (appendix) support similar evidence from north-central Minnesota (Meyer, 1996) 
that indicates at least a short hiatus between deposition of the two recognized tills of unit y. 

Wood and charcoal sampled from the interval between the Saum and Browerville tills in 
north-central Minnesota yielded two infinite radiocarbon dates and one finite date (33,180 +/-
980 years before present). Wood collected from Browerville till exposed in section 9, T. 126 
N., R. 29 W. in Stearns County yielded a radiocarbon date of greater than 45,000 years before 
present (Beta-82571 *). Based on deep weathering profiles in Browerville till buried beneath 
Wadena till in the Todd County area northwest of Stearns County (Meyer, 1986), the finite 
date is thought to be invalid and the Browerville and older tills to be pre-late Wisconsinan in 
age. The Saum till, not the younger Wadena till as previously interpreted, is likely the till 

* below wood dated at 36,970 ± 950 (Beta-8492 ; Meyer, 1986) and 36,900 ± 1700 (lSGS-
2089*) radiocarbon years before present in Minnesota Geological Survey drill hole 2005 in 
southwest Morrison County. However, the Browerville till is missing in this section, so the 
wood is not necessarily from a forest before the Browerville advance. 

Browerville till. The Browerville till in northeast Stearns County and southwest 
Morrison County (probably only the base of a once much thicker section) is coarser than the 
till of the type area in Todd County (Meyer, 1986). The Browerville till is correlated with till 
that extends from north-central Minnesota (Meyer, 1996) to Mankato in southern Minnesota. 
The Browerville till in Stearns County is distinguished from Winnipeg-provenance tills of 
unit x by having fewer Paleozoic carbonate clasts and more Cretaceous clasts, and from the 
Winnipeg-provenance Elmdale till by having greater amounts of Paleozoic carbonate. The 
Browerville till has considerably fewer Cretaceous shale clasts than the late Wisconsinan 
New Ulm Till. 

Wadena till. The Rainy-provenance Wadena till of Stearns County is buried by 
both Superior-lobe and Des Moines lobe-deposits; it is equivalent to the surficial till of the 
Wadena drumlin field in Todd County and the region to the north. The Wadena till is 
correlated with the till of the Sebeka Formation of Anderson (1976), which is named after a 
town within the Wadena drumlin field. The Wadena till is also present at the land surface 
south of Stearns County within the Alexandria moraine (Figure 3.14a; Giencke and others, 
1983/84). The Wadena till is exposed mainly in western Stearns County along steep sides of 

*Laboratory identification number. 
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former glacial-meltwater channels. The till was likely deposited over most of the county, but 
it was eroded and largely removed from eastern Stearns County by the subsequent advance of 

the Superior lobe. Wadena till is distinguished from the Pierz and other tills of Superior 
provenance by having fewer dark and red Precambrian clasts. Wadena till is also generally 
yellower than Superior-provenance tills, even in central and northern Stearns County where 
Superior-provenance tills can range to an oxidized yellowish brown. Wadena till, like other 
Labrador-source tills, generally has a sandier texture than Keewatin-source tills. It lacks the 
Cretaceous clasts of the New VIm and Elmdale tills and has fewer clasts of Paleozoic carbonate 
than other Keewatin-source tills. 

Pierz till. The Superior-lobe deposits mapped on the Stearns County surficial geologic 
map (Meyer and Knaeble, 1995) are part of the Cromwell Formation (Wright and others, 

1970). Till of the Cromwell Formation in Stearns County is herein referred to as the Pierz 
till, after Schneider (1961). The Pierz till is browner and has fewer Precambrian sandstone 
clasts than reddish till of the Superior lobe east of Stearns County. For these reasons, the 

Pierz till across at least the north-central part of the county has in the past been assigned to 
the Rainy lobe (Hobbs and Goebel, 1982; Meyer, 1986). However, Mooers (1988, 1990) has 
shown that the Pierz till has closer affinity to typical Superior-lobe till. He suggested that 
either the north side of the Superior lobe did not encounter as much of the red Precambrian 
rock that gives the lobe's deposits their typical color, or, alternatively, that the Superior-lobe 
deposits of Stearns County were diluted by incorporation of older, underlying Pleistocene 

deposits. Over 100 years ago Upham (1888, p. 462) recognized that the Pierz till was of 
Superior provenance: "The northeastern drift in Stearns County, however, does not usually 
show the reddish tint conspicuously, because it has become mingled with much material from 

other rock-formations in its long transportation." 
Although the flow paths of the Superior lobe probably did affect the types of rock 

incorporated into the Pierz till, exposures across northern Stearns County and core MGS-SR-

3 (appendix) clearly show mixing with the underlying Wadena till and imply local mixing 
with older deposits as well. Brown Pierz till in core MGS-SR-3 overlies a mixed interval of 
reddish-brown and yellowish-brown till, which in turn overlies yellow Wadena till. The 
brown color is apparently derived from the mixing of far-traveled reddish sediment with 
locally incorporated yellowish sediment; the increasingly homogeneous mixture moved upward 
and forward with ice flow. Continuing dilution down-ice turned the Pierz till an increasingly 
yellowish-brown west and south across Stearns County. Dilution through incorporation of 
older Pleistocene deposits also explains the increased amounts of Paleozoic carbonate and 
decreased amounts of Precambrian red rock clasts in the Pierz till from east to west across the 
county. The Wadena till has been shown to have undergone similar dilution as it incorporated 
underlying sediment in the Wadena drumlin field area (Goldstein, 1985, 1989; Meyer, 1986). 

New VIm Till. Des Moines-lobe till in Stearns County (Meyer and Knaeble, 1995) 
is part of the formally named New VIm Till (Matsch, 1972; Matsch and Schneider, 1985). 
The New Ulm Till contains a unique load of clasts derived from the Cretaceous Pierre Shale, 
making it the only till in Stearns County of Riding Mountain provenance. The texture of the 
New VIm Till is commonly more sandy and the shale content is lower through dilution with 
underlying sediments in areas where the Des Moines lobe overrode and incorporated underlying 
sandy deposits (units dc, dst, dsc, drt on the Stearns County surficial geologic map; see Meyer 
and Knaeble, 1995). Nonetheless, even small amounts of gray siliceous shale identify a 
sandy till as New VIm Till in Stearns County. 
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A. 

Principal glacial landforms-the St. 
Croix and Alexandria moraines-and 
prominent ice margins in Stearns and 
surrounding counties. 

The ice margins mark positions 
where the Superior and Rainy lobes stood 
for a long enough period to build associ
ated landforms. 

B. 
The Rainy lobe at the Alexandria 
moraine. 

The Rainy lobe-the first 
late Wiscons inan ice advanc,e into 
central Minnesota-entered the 
region from the north and northwest. 
The lobe remained where pictured for 
some time as it built the Alexandria 
moraine, a swath of high hills 
stretching from Detroit Lakes to 
beyond Litchfield. 

D Alexandria moraine 

[:l'.;:'~:;l SI. Croix moraine 

__ - - Approximate former location 
of Rainy lobe ice margin 

Ice margin of Superior lobe 

FIGURE 3.14. 

~ General direction of ice flow 

Meltwater streams showing 
direction of flow 

f Ponded water 

Late Wisconsinan glacial events and landforms in Stearns and surrounding 
counties. The figure continues on the following three pages. 
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interlobate boundary 

c. 
The Superior lobe near its maximum 
advance in Stearns County (the 
Greenwald ice margin). 

As the Rainy lobe pulled back 
from its position at the Alexandria moraine, 
the Superior lobe moved westward to cover 
all but the western and south-central parts 
of the county. The lobe stabilized at the 
Greenwald ice margin, where it formed a 
western extension of the St. Croix moraine. 

D. 
The Superior lobe at the Albany ice 
margin. 

The Superior lobe stabilized at the 
Albany ice margin following the retreat of 
the Rainy lobe from the region . The 
highest hills in the county formed in this 
period as huge masses of Pleistocene and 
older sediments were thrust upwards at the 
ice front. During the eventual retreat of the 
ice front from the region, meltwater issuing 
from the Superior lobe was channeled 
through the Greenwald segment of the St. 
Croix moraine. 

Late Wisconsinan glacial events and landforms. See page 33 for an 
explanation of map symbols. 

LATE WISCONSINAN GLACIAL EVENTS 

Owing to the availability of geomorphic as well as stratigraphic evidence, much more 

can be surmised about the events of the last glacial period (late Wisconsinan; Figure 3.3) 

than about those that preceded it. The initial late Wisconsinan ice advance into central 

Minnesota, the Rainy lobe, entered from the north and northwest and likely covered all of 
Stearns County. Wright (1972) attributed this advance, which formed the Wadena drumlin 

field north of the county, to the "Wadena lobe;" he assumed that the ice originated in the 
Winnipeg lowlands. Subsequent investigations (Anderson, 1976; Goldstein , 1985, 1989; Meyer, 
1986; Gowan , 1993) have shown, however, that this initial late Wisconsinan advance into 

central Minnesota originated in the Rainy Lake area to the northeast, and it is therefore 
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E. 
The Superior lobe at the St. Stephen ice 
margin. 

As the lobe receded from the 
region, it stood for a time at the 
Collegeville position (see A). A series of 
northeast-trending ice'contact deposits 
from Collegeville to St. Stephen records the 
retreat of the ice from the Collegeville 
margin. The Superior lobe halted briefly at 
the St. Stephen margin before finally 
leaving the county. 

F. 
The maximum advance of the Des Moines 
lobe and the Duelm bulge in Stearns 
County. 

The lobe entered the county mainly 
from the southwest and spread over the ice
cored Alexandria moraine. It was impeded in 
its advance by the St. Croix moraine, which it 
was able to override only in central Stearns 
County; it could not top the high, ice-thrust 
hills from A von to Kimball. The Duelm bulge, 
an offshoot of the Des Moines lobe, blocked 
the south-flowing stream in the Mississippi 
valley and diverted it eastward. Water 
ponded into lakes in front of the advancing ice 
where drainage established by Superior lobe 
meltwater was reversed. The lakes were 
probably larger than depicted, and more 
numerous. 

Late Wisconsinan glacial events and landforms. See page 33 for an 
explanation of map symbols. The figure continues on the following page. 

considered part of the Rainy-lobe advance in this report. Figure 3.14h depicts the Rainy lobe 
at the Alexandria moraine, a broad swath of high hills stretching from Detroit Lakes in the 

north to southeast of Litchfield. The Rainy lobe remained at this position for some time as it 

built the moraine. 
The Superior lobe during thi period had advanced out of the Lake Superior basin and 

into the Twin Cities lowland; it was confluent with the Rainy lobe east of Stearns County and 
formed the eastern segment of the St. Croix moraine (Hobbs and Goebel , 1982). When the 
Rainy lobe finally began to melt back from its position at the Alexandria moraine, the Superior 

lobe moved west to take its place, covering all but the western and south-central portions of 
the county. As the front of the Superior lobe became stabilized at the Greenwald ice margin 
(Figure 3.14c), it formed a western extension of the St. Croix moraine. The Rainy lobe 
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FIGURE 3.14 continued . . 

G. 
An early stage in the retreat of the Des 
Moines lobe from Stearns County. 

The lobe did not leave distinct ice 
marginal positions (moraines) in the county, 
an indication that the ice did not stand in 
anyone position for long. Sand and gravel 
continued to be laid down in a broad 
outwash plain covering most of southeast
ern Stearns County during the early stages 
of retreat, but as the ice pulled farther 
back, the plain became incised by meltwa
ter streams. 

H. 
A position of the Des Moines lobe during 
formation of the Bonanza valley .outwash 
plain in southwest Stearns County. 

Most of the meltwater coursing 
across the plain was channeled through a 
meltwater valley running from Paynesville 
to Richmond; elsewhere at this time, 
meltwater flowing across the county was 
restricted to the Sauk River and Eden 
valleys. 

Late Wisconsinan glacial events and landforms. See page 33 for an 
explanation of map symbols. 

continued its rapid retreat out of the county, allowing the western margin of the Superior lobe 
to move with it. During the eventual retreat of the ice front, meltwater issuing from the 

Superior lobe channeled through the Greenwald segment of the &t. Croix moraine. A large 

fan of sand and gravel formed south of Melrose (Meyer and Knaeble , 1995) at the mouth of a 

subglacial stream during the retreat of the ice front. 
With the exit of the Rainy lobe, the Superior lobe formed the western margin of the 

Labrador sector of the Laurentide ice sheet across much of central Minnesota; it stabilized at 

the Albany ice margin (Figure 3.14d). During the Superior lobe 's stand at the Albany 

margin the highest hills in the county were formed as huge masses of Pleistocene and older 
sediments were thrust upwards at the front of the ice (ice thrusting is discussed in detail in 
chapter 4) . Eventually the Superior lobe also began to retreat from the county, leaving the 
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relatively stable position southeast of Richmond. A series of northeast-trending ice contact 
deposits from Collegeville to St. Stephen (Meyer and Knaeble, 1995) records the retreat of 
the ice from the Collegeville margin (Figure 3.14a) and the St. Croix moraine. The Superior 
lobe halted briefly at the St. Stephen margin before finally leaving the county. 

The last Keewatin ice to invade Stearns County, the Des Moines lobe, flowed down 
the Minnesota River valley and then south to Des Moines, Iowa. Eventually the lobe thickened 
enough to spread laterally over the stagnant ice-cored Alexandria moraine and enter Stearns 
County from the southwest (Figure 3.14f). An offshoot of the Des Moines lobe, the Duelm 
bulge (Meyer and Hobbs, 1993), moved into the county from the southeast, up the Mississippi 
valley. The stagnant ice-cored St. Croix moraine also impeded the advance of Des Moines 
lobe ice into the county. The flank of the Des Moines lobe overrode the St. Croix moraine in 
central Stearns County, but was unable to top the high ice-thrust hills from Avon to Kimball. 

The Duelm bulge blocked the south-flowing stream in the Mississippi valley, ponding 
water up the valley north at least as far as Sartell, and west to near St. Joseph (Figure 3.14f). 
An exposure of lake sediment in a cutbank of the Mississippi River near the mouth of Plum 
Creek indicates that the glacial lake once extended southeast to the vicinity of Clearwater, 
where the ice first crossed the valley. The outlet for the lake was east through the Duelm 
channel (Meyer and Hobbs, 1993). Smaller lakes formed in other former meltwater channels 
of the Superior lobe where drainage was reversed by the advancing Des Moines lobe. Drainage 
in the Sauk River valley east of Cold Spring had probably reversed prior to the advance of the 
Des Moines lobe, so water was not ponded there. Eventually the ice-dammed lakes filled 
with fine-grained sediment, which was then largely buried by outwash sand and gravel. 

The Des Moines lobe did not leave distinct ice marginal positions (moraines) in 
Stearns County, indicating that the ice did not remain at its maximum for long; nor did it long 
remain in a particular position during retreat (Figure 3.14g). Sand and gravel continued to be 
laid down in the broad outwash plain covering most of southeastern Stearns County during 
the early stages of Des Moines-lobe retreat, but as the ice front pulled farther back the plain 
became incised and more and more areas were abandoned by the meandering meltwater 
streams (Cooper, 1935). It is likely, owing to the lack of ice marginal features, that ice of the 
Des Moines lobe across much of the county (that depicted in Figure 3.14g) simply stagnated, 
with meltwater streams cutting channels through the stranded ice. Small ice-walled lakes 
formed in places because not all meltwater was able to escape initially. 

The large Bonanza valley outwash plain formed across southwest Stearns County as 
the Des Moines lobe moved out of the area (Figure 3.14h). Most meltwater coursing across 
the plain was channeled through a meltwater valley from Paynesville to Richmond, which 
was probably originally cut as an ice marginal channel of the retreating Rainy lobe (~s likely 
was the Ashley Creek channel in northwest Stearns County). Elsewhere at this time, meltwater 
flowing across the county was restricted to the Sauk River valley and to the Eden valley. 
Probably in this period, fine sediment was deposited in slack water of the Mississippi River at 
the mouth of the Spunk Creek valley in northeast Stearns County. 

HOLOCENE EVENTS 
Alluvium continues to be deposited in modern stream valleys, while the numerous 

ice-block melt-out depressions and abandoned drainageways across the county continue to fill 
with organic debris. Beginning about 8,000 years ago, an extended dry period led to formation 
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of sand dunes on the Anoka Sand Plain east of Stearns County (Keen and Shane, 1990). It 
was possibly not until this time that sand in the Sauk River valley between Sauk Centre and 

New Munich was blown east across the Des Moines till plain. A band of loess (windblown 
silt) that trends southeast across the county west of the Sauk River valley also may have been 
deposited at this time. 
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Chapter 4 

Glaciotectonic Thrusting along the St. Croix Moraine, 

Stearns County, Minnesota 

By 

Alan R. Knaeble 

INTRODUCTION 
Glaciotectonic thrusting of glacial sediment and bedrock played a significant role in 

the development of landforms along the margin of the late Wisconsinan Superior lobe in 
Stearns County. The importance of glacial thrusting in forming land features has been recognized 
in the provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan in western Canada (Kupsch, 1962; Christiansen 
and Whitaker, 1976). Based on detailed studies in North Dakota, Bluemle and Clayton (1984, 
p. 279) suggested that "thrusting of subglacial material was widespread and that glacial 
thrusting was the single most important geomorphic process in some parts of the North 
American midcontinent region." Mooers (1988) recognized several thrust sites in Stearns 

County near the St. Croix end moraine of the Superior lobe and also along recessional moraines 
of the Superior and Rainy lobes north of Stearns County. 

THRUST SITES IN STEARNS COUNTY 
Evidence of glaciotectonic thrusting, precipitated by the advance of Superior-lobe ice 

southwestward, was found at 22 sites along the St. Croix moraine in Stearns County (Figure 
4.1). Nine sites were recognized from observations at outcrops, gravel pits, and borrow pits; 
six sites were recognized from samples taken while boring with the Giddings probe; and 
seven sites were deduced from descriptions on well-drillers' logs. Features observed at these 
sites indicate that deposits of the St. Croix moraine had undergone deformation. The features 
include (l) steeply dipping (30 to 60 degrees) slabs consisting of glacial deposits and Cretaceous 
claystone, interpreted to have been emplaced by thrusting; (2) thrusted units exhibiting deformation, 
such as shear mixing along slab contacts and folding; (3) Precambrian saprolith, Cretaceous 
marine shale, and pre-Wisconsinan glacial deposits overlying younger glacial deposits, observed 

in the field and also interpreted from drillers' logs; (4) Cretaceous sediment occurring in hills 
at elevations 100 feet or more above the top of the surrounding Cretaceous bedrock surface; 
and (5) drillers' logs describing a repetitive sequence of color changes in glacial materials, or 
describing "marl" or "coal" deposits above glacial units. 

The best example of glaciotectonic thrusting in the county lies four miles northwest 
of Kimball behind the Powder Ridge ski hill (Figure 4.2). An extensive borrow pit is located 
here near the top of the St. Croix moraine, about 225 feet above the surrounding outwash 
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plain of the Des Moines lobe. The pit is approximately one-quarter mile long, trends north
'south, and was excavated to supply material to bui ld up the summit of the ski hill and regrade 
existing ski runs. Till as well as glacio-lacustrine and glacio-fluvial deposits are exposed in 

at least six thrust blocks . Most blocks are greater than 50 feet thick, the largest being 
approximately 250 feet thick, and their width, where unit correlations can be made, is greater 
than 400 feet (Figure 4.3). The slabs are tilted 30 to 60 degrees and dip north-northeast in 

what would have been the up-glacier direction for the Superior lobe. Two zones, 50 to 100 
feet thick, show deformation so intense that materials are sheared, streaked, and mixed, or lie 

in distorted overturned folds. Most slab boundaries and some unit contacts within slabs show 

less intense folding, faulting, and shearing features . Each thrust block contains two or more 
distinct uni ts di fferentiated by color or texture. Texture and grain-count analyses indicate the 
presence of till and related deposits from at least four separate glacial advances (Figure 4.3) . 

Reddish-brown, late Wisconsinan Superior-lobe till caps each thrust block. 
At the 'south end of the pit, Cretaceous marine shale that contains septarian concretions 

and large selenite crystals forms the basal unit of two thrust slabs. Overlying the shale in the 

bottom slab is a layer of glacial sediment about 35 feet thick that consists of deformed 
Superior-lobe till (about 10 feet thick) and thinly bedded sandy outwash (about 25 feet thick) 
(Figure 4.3). The deformed till contains flattened and folded lense of incorporated older 

till ; the outwash consists of very well sorted, fine to medium sand. These Quaternary and 
Cretaceou trata are tilted 30 to 60 degrees from the horizontal , imilar to the attitudes 
ob erved in other glacially thru ted blocks . The lower southernmost Cretaceous slab was 
drilled and i continuous to a depth of 56 feet , where the boring ended . The tops of the 

Cretaceous slabs are 1300 feet above sea level; yet, in the area surrounding the moraine well 
logs how the highest Cretaceous bedrock in place to be less than 1100 feet above sea level. 
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FIGURE 4.2. 
Topographic map showing the Powder Ridge ski pit, a site of glaciotectonic thrusting on the St. 
Croix moraine (sec. 27, T. 22 N., R. 29 W.). Hachured lines indicate scarps; hachures on 
downslope side. Area shown is 2.8 miles wide; contour interval 10 feet. (U.S. Geological Survey 
Kimball quadrangle, 7.5 minute series, 1967) 
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FIGURE 4.3. 
Powder Ridge ski pit showing interpreted thrust blocks. Quaternary sediments and 
Cretaceous clay are exposed on the north, east, and west walls of the pit; the exposure on 
the west wall has been extended through to the outside face of the block diagram. See 
Figure 4.1 for pit location. 

The Superior moraine is about one mile wide at the Powder Ridge Ski pit. Three 

driller's logs, two for wells about a half mile to the northwest and one for a well about a 
quarter mi Ie northeast of the pit-all located on the flanks of the morajne-describe materials 

that appear to be thrusted (i.e., Cretaceous deposits over till, with numerous sequential color 

changes in the till units). 
Another site, the Bardsen pit near Fifth Lake, five mjles southwest of Avon, appears 

to be an example of "hill-hole pajr" thrusting (Figure 4.1). Fifth Lake may be the depression 
from which the hill directly southwest was plucked by the advancing Superior-lobe ice (Figure 
4.4). The depo its surrounding the thrust hill are composed of Des Moines-lobe till that 

incorporated varying amounts of underlying Superior-lobe sediment. In contrast, the deposits 
on the thrust hill exposed in the Bardsen pit include thin deformed lenses of dark-gray 
Cretaceous shale overlying a pre-Wisconsinan till of Winnipeg provenance (Figure 4.5). The 
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FIGURE 4.5. 

Brown oxidized till 

Gray unoxidized till 

FIGURE 4.4. 
Topographic map 
showing a "hill-hole 
pair" thrust site (sec. 
3, T. 124 N., R. 31 
W.). Dashed line 
delineates a thrust hill 
lying southwest of its 
companion topo
graphic depression 
("hole"). A second 
example of thrusting 
is exposed at the farm 
field outcrop. See 
Figure 4.1 for the 
location of the 
Bardsen pit. Area 
shown is 1.75 miles 
wide; contour interval 
10 feet. (U.S. 
Geological Survey 
Farming quadrangle, 
7.5-minute series, 
1965.) 

Red. yellow. and 
white saprolith 

1 inch equals 100 feel 

o 50 100 
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Interpretation of the geology in the exposed east and south walls of the 
Bardsen pit. Dashed lines indicated inferred contacts between units. The 
Bardsen pit is within the hill-hole thrust site shown in Figure 4.4. 
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FIGURE 4.6. 

Permafrost layer 

'<J '<J '<J High pore'-water pressure 

E::3 Sedimentary strata 

Q Ice movement A. 

Advancing glacial ice with attached frozen substrata. 
Shear forces along the frozen-unfrozen boundary at 
the base of the slab initiate thrust-block movement. 

B. 
Thrusted subglacial slabs are deformed and stacked 
at the glacier's snout. 

c. 
Glacial ice overrides the thrust slabs, causing more 
deformation. 

Model of dynamic processes and resulting landforms associated with the 
thrusting and deformation of frozen subglacial soft strata near an ice margin. 
Modifiedfrom Aber (1988). 

exposure at the south end of the pit shows deformed lenses of red, yellow, and white saprolith 
and some gray Cretaceous shale folded over till, sand, and graveL Evidence of thrusting is 
also found about a half mile directly south of the pit in a field on the east side of the gravel 

road. Here layers of dark-gray Cretaceous shale, five to ten feet thick, are interbedded with 
red Superior-lobe deposits , and all strike northwest-southeast and dip northeast in what would 
have been the up-glacier direction for the Superior lobe. 

Other examples of glaciotectonic thrusting are found just south of Avon_ A massive 
elongate ridge, starti ng one mile south of Avon , running southwest for about five miles, and 
ending northeast of Big Fish and Long Lakes, stands 200 to 300 feet above the surrounding 

terrain (Figure 4.1 ). This feature formed at a reentrant in the Albany ice margin (Figure 
3.14). A Giddings probe boring completed on the northeastern end of thi structure at an 
elevation of 1225 feet above sea level encountered five feet of sand and gravel above a 

continuou layer of brown and gray Cretaceous shale_ The boring ended at a depth of 25 feet, 
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still in Cretaceous shale. Logs for wells located north, east, and west of the site, but not on 
the thrust structure, describe the Cretaceous bedrock surface at elevations lower than 1050 
feet above sea level. 

Along the same ridge a quarter mile west of Big Watab Lake, a road cut exposes a 
section of Cretaceous shale ten feet thick. The road cut has been used by a potter at St. John's 
University as a material supply pit (Figure 4.1). Five more feet of Cretaceous shale was 
found overlying pre-late Wisconsinan till, sand, and gravel deposits at an elevation of 1340 
feet above sea level in a supplementary Giddings probe boring at the site. 

A gravel pit in the Merden Lake esker (Figures 4.1 and 3.5) exposes small-scale 
thrusts that formed through processes not necessarily those associated with larger scale thrust 
features along the moraine. The northwest wall of the pit exposes Superior-lobe sand and 
gravel in the core of the esker. Covering the core is a cap of Superior-lobe till, five to ten 
feet thick, that incorporates a large slab of older till and, near its base, thin layers and lenses 
of dark-gray Cretaceous shale. Pieces of subglacial material were sheared off by ice forces at 
the base of the glacier and transported upward by the flowing ice. As the ice melted, the 
sheared subglacial material settled on top of the esker deposits. 

GLACIOTECTONIC THRUSTING PROCESSES 

A popular model used to explain the creation of thrusts in a glaciotectonic environment 
is summarized by Aber (1988). He suggests that the important dynamic physical processes 
and conditions that contribute to thrusting at the ice margin (Figure 4.6) are (1) the presence 
of frozen subglacial sediment (permafrost) that freezes to the glacier's base; (2) ice flow 
velocities high enough to provide the shear force to excavate the frozen substrata; (3) an 
increase in pore-water pressure in the underlying sediment, thereby reducing intergranular 
friction as the pore space becomes saturated with water, which aids slipping along the base of 
the permafrost thrust blocks; (4) the plucking of frozen subglacial slabs from their original 
sites and then the transporting and stacking of these slices out in front of the glacier; and (5) 
deformation of thrust blocks during transport, stacking, and, in some cases, later overriding 
by glacial ice. 

A push moraine forms as preglacial and proglacial slabs of permafrost and other 
sediments are pushed, excavated, deformed, and stacked in front of the glacier's snout. As 
these materials accrete ahead of the glacier, both the moraine and the glacier advance together. 
Some recent Arctic push moraines are 300 feet high, 2,500 feet wide, and over a mile long 
(Lehmann, 1992). 

DISCUSSION 

All 22 identified sites of glacial thrusting are located within a section of the St. Croix 
moraine that runs from near Avon southeast to Kimball. Exposures like those studied at the 
Powder Ridge ski pit, the Bardsen pit, and along the thrust ridge southwest of Avon provide 
substantial evidence that glaciotectonic thrusting of subglacial frozen-bed material was a 
primary process in forming this section of the moraine. 

At the Powder Ridge ski pit, permafrost or a frozen glacial toe was evidently present 
at the time of thrusting because bedded fluvial and varved lacustrine deposits found in the 
thrust slabs commonly retained their depositional features while being transported; when 
deformation took place, it was usually along unit or thrust boundaries. The massive size of 
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the thrust blocks, ranging in thickness from 50 to 250 feet, also suggests that a frozen 
subglacial environment existed. In general the size of the thrust blocks and their distribution 

along the moraine probably both decreased in proportion to the decrease in thickness of 

frozen subglacial material. 
Superior-lobe till caps each thrust block. This pattern indicates that Superior-lobe ice 

probably re-advanced over some of its earlier deposits and that thrust blocks were removed 

consecutively rather than all from one deepening depression. 
Gaps in the moraine created by Superior-lobe subglacial tunnel valleys are commonly 

associated with nearby morainic thrust hills. The presence of these channels appears to have 

fostered thrusting as favorable subglacial pore-water conditions developed (Bluemle and Clayton, 

1984). 
Thrusting behind the St. Croix moraine, like that seen at the Merden Lake esker and 

in the hills southwest of the campus of the College of St. Benedict, may have been due to a 
wide frozen glacial toe but was most likely a result of thrusting along the ice front as the 

Superior lobe retreated. 

CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of field investigations made along the St. Croix moraine of the Superior 

lobe and upon analysis of compiled subsurface data, the following conclusions are offered: 

1. Thrusting of frozen subsurface material played a significant part in the genesis of 

landforms along sections of the St. Croix moraine. 

2. Glacial thrust blocks in Stearns County formed through a combination of interrelated 

glaciotectonic processes. These include pushing, thrusting, and deformation of preglacial 
and proglacial material, and also the excavation and transport of large frozen slabs 

from beneath the toe of the glacier to the ice margin, where this thrusted and commonly 

deformed material was stacked. 

3. Thrust hills are located in what would have been the down-glacier direction from 
topographic depressions and are commonly adjacent to tunnel-valley channels. 
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Appendix 

Geophysical and Geologic Logs of Core 

Recovered from Seven Boreholes 

EXPLANATION 

T -R-S subsection-See Figure A.1 for explanation. 

Elevation-Land surface elevations (in feet above sea level) are estimated (± S feet) from 

topographic contours on 1 :24,OOO-scale quadrangle maps. 

Map-U.S. Geological Survey 7.S-minute topographic quadrangle map. 

MGS unique number-Unique numbers are assigned to wells having stratigraphic information. 

Drilling method-Rotasonic is a method of drilling (commonly shallow drilling) that allows 
almost complete recovery of undisturbed core. 

Gamma-Natural gamma radiation is measured in API gamma units. 

The vertical scale between the Gamma and Lithology columns measures the depth in feet 
from the land surface. 

Lithology-A graphic log showing the rock types found in the core. 

The lettered abbreviations between the Lithology and Description columns refer to the assigned 
till or bedrock units listed below: 

Quaternary tills SC Sauk Centre 

BR Browerville SF St. Francis 

EB Eagle Bend SK Shooks 
ED Elmdale SM Saum 
FR First Red WD Wadena 

ML Meyer Lake Pre-Quaternary rocks 
NU New Ulm K Cretaceous 
PZ Pierz PC Precambrian 

Description-Summary descriptions made from physical examination of the core. 
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FIGURE A.I 
Diagram to illustrate the process of locating a drill hole (bullet) within a 
section by means of the abbreviated T-R-S system. 

The location of drill holes is described by township number (T), range number (R), 
section number (S), and subdivisions of sections by quarters. The abbreviated T-R-S 
system used here reflects the fact that all townships in Stearns County are north of a 
zero standard parallel, and west of a zero principal meridian, thus Nand Ware implied. 
The system used by the Minnesota Geological Survey to subdivide a section (one square 
mile) assigns letters to the quarters of a section where A is the NE1I4, B is the NW1I4, 
C is the SW1I4, and D is the SE1I4. Each quarter is then subdivided into four more 
quarters using the letter system. In listing quarters the largest subdivision is given first 
and each quarter of a quarter is given in succession. In the example above, the 
subdivisions of the section would read BCDAB. 
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Minnesota Geological Survey Borehole Log 
Project: Steams County Geologic Atlas 

Borehole name: MGS-SR-1 

Location: 

County: Stearns 

T-R-S subsection: 124-29-16 
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MGS unique number: 249854 
MGS laboratory number: none 

Drilling company: Alliance Environmental 
Drilling method: rotasonic 

Geologist: Setterholm 

Date started: 9/8/94 
Date completed: 9/9/94 

Description 

NO RECORD: No core recovery 

SAND: gravelly sand, 5-7 ft; silty clay bed at 7 ft;, silt bed at 8 ft; sand coarsens below 

SHALE: tan to yellow; some black organic laminations; some yellow-orange mottling; gypsum 
crystals as much as 1 centimeter long 

SHALE: dark gray; some mica-rich silty partings and vague burrows; rare lignite chunks' as much 
as 1 centimeter in diameter (locally pyritized); "mother of pearl" fragments at 30, 30.5, 32, and 37.5 
ft; no discernable fossil form 

SHALE WIlli SILT LAMINAE: dark gray to olive gray, dense, plastic, nonca1careous; laminae 
are contorted and burrowed; burrow fill is generally quartz and mica silt, but multi-mineralic silt 
with greenish saprolitic color also occurs; lignite and pyrite chunks increase downward 

SHALE: dark gray; widely spaced silt laminations and burrows; fine-grained concretions as wide 
as and wider than core diameter at 71 and 73 ft (brown siderite) 

FOSSILIFEROUS SHALE: dark-gray shale with abundant "mother of pearl" shell material 
(fragmented but shape suggests inoceramids); also concretions 

SHALE WITH SILT LAMINAE: dark-gray nonealeareous shale with silty laminations; except for 
a few small intervals the laminations in this zone have not been bioturbated; sideritic 
concretions still abundanti core parts on carbonaceous plant debris at 105 ft 

SILTSTONE: gray; laminated with clay and carbonaceous debris 

SHALE: mottled yellow / green, 113-115 ft, gray below; concretions, silt laminations 

Continued on following page 
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Borehole MGS-SR-l continued 

o Gamma 

K 

51 

Desc tion 
CARBONACEOUS SILTSTONE: duk gray to black; concretions; possible roots at 122 ft; shale 
interval, 127-130 It 

SHALE: duk olive gray; noncalcareous; dense; waxy; lignite chunks and partings; increasing silt 
downward 

CARBONACEOUS SILTSTONE: some pyrite "balls" and concretions 

SHALE: dark olive gray (darkens downward to black); abundant concretions; crumbly near base 
(very caIbonaceous); silt and fine sand laminae in last 2 It 

SANDSTONE, eLA YEY: whitish-gray, poorly sorted, angular sand and clay; generally quartzose 
but some multi-mineratic intervals with opaques and staurolite fragments; probably originally 
bedded and then bioturbated; rounded pebbles as wide as 1 centimeter at base 





Minnesota Geological Survey Borehole Log 
Project: Stearns County Geologic Atlas MGS unique number: 249855 

MGS laboratory number: none Borehole name: MGS-SR-2 

Location: 
Drilling company: Alliance Environmental 
Drilling method: rotasonic 

County: Stearns 

T-R-S subsection: 126-29-9 AACCAB 
elevation: 1160 ±5 

Geologist: Meyer 

Date started: 9/10/94 
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Date completed: 9/11/94 

Descri tion 

GRAVEL: very oobbly; poorly sorted; dull brown 

WAMY TILL: dense; olive brown over olive black 

FINE SAND: a few small pebbles; dull yellow orange; dull yellow gravelly sand at 19·19.5 It; silty 
wnes below 21 It 

SAND, SlLT, AND GRAVEL: very poorly sorted; dull yellowish brown 

FINE SAND: silty beds, very fine to medium-grained; sandy silt bed at 30 It; dull yellow orange 

SAND: 31-32.5' medium-<:oarse sand; fine gravel at 34.5 It fines upward to very fme sand; dull 
yellow orange 

FINE SAND: well sorted; lew pebbles; cobble at 41 It; very fine sand below 

~RA VELLY SAND: fine sand at 44--44.5 It, medium-<:oarse sand beds below; dull brown below 55 

COARSE SAND: medium to very coarse sand with gravelly beds 

'." '.,,'.,,'.,,'.,,'.,, GRAVELLY SAND: silty below 85.5 It; yellowish brown; gravel at ffl It; loamy at base 

"; " ~ ".~ \ ".~ .. ~ r------ i-------------------------------i 
".,.'.,".,.'.," .,.'.,' PC SAPROUIH: biotite schist 
.... , .... , .... , .... , .... , .... ,. _____ L-________________________________________________ ~ 
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Minnesota Geological Survey Borehole Log 
Project: Steams County Geologic Atlas 

Borehole name: MGS-SR-3 

Location: 

a 

County: Stearns 

T-R-S subsection: 
elevation: 1273 ±5 
map: Albany 
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MGS unique number: 249856 
MGS laboratory number: none 

Drilling company: Alliance Environmental 
Drilling method: rotasonic 

Geologist: Meyer 

Date started: 9/11/94 
Date completed: 9/12/94 

Description 

SANDY TILL: dull brown; dull reddish brown at 5-8 ft; dull yellowish brown with common 
~:~~~~t~ihebbles at 8-12 ft; all three colors 12-175; dull yellow at 175-185 ft; Pierz mixed with 

SANDY TILL: gray Wadena till; at 33-34 ft: hard, carbonate-rich, dark-gray, clayey till (Browerville 
till) 

ORGANIC SILT: brownish black; grayish-olive marl with shells at 35.5-37 ft; peat layer at 37 ft; 
below 385 ft, olive gray, less organics, grades to till 

SILTY TILL: greenish gray, dense; top two feet olive gray, silty to fine sandy (Sawn) till; abrupt 
lower contact 

CLAYEY TILL: dark gray to olive black; rare granules; dull orange silt streaks increase below 60 ft 

SILT: grayish brown; dull reddish-brown clay laminae by 68 ft 

SANDY TILL: dull reddish brown; grayish yellow brown at 775 ft; rich in fine sand; silt content 
increases with depth; yellowish gray by 82 ft; northeastern source 

LOAMY TILL: gray; dark gray by 102 ft; inclusions of plant debris, reddish clay and silt 

LOAMY TILL: yellowish gray; gray bJ, 108 ft, dark gray by III ft; rich in silt and very fine sand;I22-
1275 ft, yellowish gray, more rocky; ark yellowish gray with greenish silty inclusions below 1275 
ft 

Continued on following page 
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Borehole MGS-SR-3 continued 
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Description 
CLAY LOA.IvI: brownish black; very organic silt grades to clayey till-like sediment at 134.5 ft 

CLAYEY TILL: greenish gray, variegated; top foot mixed with above sediment; Eagle Bend till 

SAND AND SILT: top foot, dark-olive sandy silt to sandy till; yellow to olive-brown very fine to 
fine sand to 149 ft; olIve-gray sandy silt below 

CLAYEY TILL: grayish olive, mottled; locally derived bedrock, saprolite, and Cretaceous 
limestone clasts are common; silty to sandy inclusions; silty very fme to fine sand at 166-167 ft; 
Ebndaletill 

SAND AND SILT: dark grayish yellow; silty very fme to fine sand with sandy silt and silt layers 
mostly at 1735-174.5 ft; clean fine sand 176-179; dark yellowish gray silt below 180.5; below 181.5 
dark gray clayey till, like above till, grades to saprolith 

SAPROUTH: greenish, weathered staurolite-garnet schist 



Minnesota Geological Survey Borehole Log 
Project: Steams County Geologic Atlas MGS unique number: 249857 

MGS laboratory number: none Borehole name: MGS-SR-4 

Location: 

County: Stearns 

T-R-S subsection: 
elevation: 1355 ±5 
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Drilling company: Alliance Environmental 
Drilling method: rotasonic 

CBCABA 
Geologist: Meyer 

Date started: 9/12/94 
Date completed: 9/13/94 

Lithology Description 

::,!~~ - clayey till: yellowish brown, dull yellow by 11.5, gra6ish olive by 15, dark gray by 30; leached to 4; 
~~:~~:f:~~:t? NU pronounced mottling gone by 9.5, iron stains ~one y 14; fairly dense by 15; common shale and 

"~:.~:.~:.'~ ,,~ ,,~ carbonate pebbles; mostly only small pebbles elow 23.5; gray mottles below 22; New Ulm Till 
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/./ ~/ r--- LOAMY TILL: dark grayish yellow' mixED' abrupt lower contact 

WD SANDY TILL: dull r;ellow, yellowish brown by 47ft, ~rayish olive, 55ft, gray by 58ft; carbonate 
f!.~.:.:.:.:. pebbles common, sightly rocky, rich in fine sand & Slit; f~lrly loose; loamy sand mterbeds 42.5· . 

~::.:.:.:.:. 44ft, very sandy 50-51.5ft; 54-55 dark lirayish-yellow sllty tLll, grades to dull yell~w slit bed at base, 

.:.:::.:.:. gravelly sand inclusion at 62ft, sand-rIch zones below 62.5ft; large SIlty tIll mcluslOn, 64.5ft, 
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• 
FINE SAND: dull yellow; grayish yellow silt bed near top; silty beds; gravel bed at 66,5 ft 

SANDY TILL: yellowish gray; gravelly sand, 69.5-70 ft; silty at 71 ft 

FINE SAND: dull yellow; grayish yellow at 74.5 ft; 73-74.5 ft, medium to very coarse sand; gravelly 

f---
at 75.5 ft; silt at base 

> SC GRAVELLY SAND: grayish yellow; many iron-stained carbonate pebbles; coarse gravel 76.5-77ft; 
:? little silt below 80.5ft; abrupt lower contact 

LOAMY TILL: ~ray; grayish olive at joints; silt rich; less pebbly below 85.5 It; many small 
carbonate pebb es; very dense by 85 ft; gravelly sand inclusion at 108 ft; thin miXed zone at base; 
Sa uk Centre till 

.. IML SAND AND SILT: greenish-gray silty till/olive-gray sandy silt/olive-yellow silty sand; silt at base 
.. - --

SILTY TILL: olive gray, gray by 121ft; softer and less pebbly than till above 109.5ft; rich in very fine 
.. sand & silt; carbonate pebbles common but not dominant as above l09.5ft; most pebbles small; 
.. more dense w / depth; silty fine sand bed over sandy silt at 131ft; very thin basal mixed zone; 

Meyer Lake till 

.. 

Continued on following page 
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Borehole MGS-SR-4 continued 
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Description 
CLAYEY TILL: brownish black; organic rich; pebbles rare (none below 134 ft); dense; less 
calcareous below 135 ft; gray silt bed at 136.5 It; reworked gneiss saprolith below (dark greenish 
gray) 

SANDY TILL: olive gray; grayish olive at 139.5ft w! greenish-gray mottles, greenish gray at 146ft; : 
top foot rich in silt & line sand; lairly loose; only small pebbles; rocky at 143 & below 144.5ft; 
mostly sand 143.5-1441t; grades to sand at base; Rainy provenance 

SAND, SILT, AND GRAVEL: greenish gray! gray! grayish olive! greenish gray; mostly silty, very 
fine sand, w!sandy till bed at 147 ft, coarse sand, 148.5-149 ft; sandy till below 150.5 It 

LOAMY TILL: greenish gray; by 155 ft, variegated olive gray, grayish olive, & olive yellow; bluer 
than above till; noncalareous at top; partially leached to 153 It; weathered Precambrian pebbles 
common; grayish-olive silt w!yellowish-brown mottles, 159-160 ft; a few Cretaceous limestone 
pebbles; block of greenish-gray gneissic saprolith, 161.5-162.5 ft; !!tin basal mixed zone; Elmdale 
till; light-greenish-gray gneissIC saprolith at 164 ft probably "in place" 



Minnesota Geological Survey Borehole Log 
Project: Steams County Geologic Atlas MGS unique number: 249858 

MGS laboratory number: none Borehole name: MGS-SR-5 
Drilling company: Alliance Environmental 

Location: Drilling method: rotasonic 
County: Stearns 

T-R-S subsection: 123-33-11 AABABA 
elevation: 1275 ±5 

Geologist: Meyer 

Date started: 9/14/94 
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Date completed: 9/15/94 

Litholo Y Description 
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LOAMY TILL: yellowish brown; fairly pebbly; abrupt lower contact; New U\m till 

SANDY TILL: dull yellow; fairly rocky; much less pebbly below 20 ft; common sandy inclusions 
below 23 ft; Wadena till 

••••••••••• 0 

LOAMY TILL: duU yellow; grayish yellow by 31.5 ft, yellowish gray by 32.5 ft; rich in silt and fine 
sand; gravelly sand inclusions In top foot; gray fine loamy till at 33.5 ft, with dull-yellow fine sand 
layer at 34 It 

~SC ~------------------------------------~ SILT: olive yellow' sandy; orl1:anic laver 35-35.5 ft 
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SAND: dull-yellow 'nne to medium sand with medium to coarse beds; gravelly at base 

LOAMY TILL: gray; olive gray by 70 It; carbonate pebbles dominate; dense by 51 ft; abrupt lower 
contact 

LOAMY TILL: greenish gray; olive gray by 90 ft, dark olive gray by 97 ft; carbonate pebbles 
common; more clayey, less rocky than above till; abrupt lower contact; Meyer Lake till 

CLAYEY TILL: dark gray; brownish black by 102 ft; minor (1) organics; lewer carbonate pebbles 
than above till; less pebbly in general; black plant debris wad at 109 ft; abrupt lower contact 

:0:0:0:0:0:0 FR f-G-RA- VE- L-L-Y-S-AN- o:-.-d-ulI-y-e-llo-w-is-h -bro- w-n;-' -Sil-t-bed- at-1-11-.5-an-d-1-1-7f-t;-1amina-· - t-ed-:-'""::il:-tto-=-nne- sa-nd-:-iat 
"0"0"0"0"0" 0 112-114 and 117.5-119.5 ft; dull-brownsand bed at 116ft 
"0"0"0"0"0"0 

:'~:'?:'? :'?:'? :' ? 
. 'i''i''i''i''i' 

:, '::.'::,'::,'::,'::,': 

"S~AN~DC!.Y..!.TIL~L:J:E v,el!!!low~i~shl.!b<£ro!!!:w~n!iJ· t£JoPl!..!r~OC!.!ikXiV;;..Illi! l1:rra.!:!veO!lIl~vsa~n!!!d,!..!b!.l:....!.V12f..!1.£ft~ ___ :--_---:-_-j 
-==--EB r-SILT: olive gray; coarse, very well sorted; bed of greenish-gray clayey silt with a few granules at 

1?~~ft 
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Borehole MGS-SR-S continued 

10 Gamma 100 Lithology Description 
'LL t:=- 130..: EB FINE SAND: very well sorted; very fme grained; atl30-130.5 h, very fine sandy silt; at 131 fI, sharp 

II 
-....... , contact with greenish-gtay clayey till having clay partings; mixed with silt by 132 ft 

LJ-.=7 - SAND: olive gray; top foot silt; very well sorted 

I - I J-r-r 140..: 
COARSE SAND: grayish olive by 140 ft; Ltyers of granules to small pebbles 

~ 
p; ! II SAND: fine sand, 143-144 ft, coarse sand below 144.5 ft 

Z. 
~.,.~( ~/' :~.,.~< GRAVEL: yellowish brown; silty, fine to medium grained; wt foot gray, very gravelly loam 

i~ 150..: I >-

IIi I' -P I LOAMY Tll.L: yellOWish~; rocky, with small grayish-brown spots above 150.5 ft; silt rich 
i t::::=-

below 150.5 ft; carbonate bles not dominant, some red pebbles; organic inclusions, 159-160 ft; 
very abrupt lower contract 
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CLAYEY Tll.L: dar~ray; dense; Cretaceous limestone pebbles fairly common. silt and organic 
I ~ 170..: :.'~ :.': :.'~ 

inclusions; thin mix zone at base; Elmdale till 
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I I I • I I ! ORGANIC Sit T: blaa; olive blaa by 184 ft, dark s.ray by 187 ft; leached to 184.5 ft; blaa cLtyey 

I 
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I I 
i <..... i silt bed at 185 ft; sand grains rare; detrita1lignite; silty clay beds by 187 ft 

j I 
; 

! I:: 190..: J \ I I 

! i I I 1: V- I 
FINE SAND: yellowish gray; organic material; silt beds at 191 ft and below 192 ft 

! f ! 

f:-: ... ...... ,-:: f-- ~~~ dark gray; olive black, 194.5-195.5 ft; organics; thin till-like bed at 194 ft; pebbles &: saprolite, 

I I ! I I I r---
I J I ! i I ! 200...: "., .:,::,."<.,' PC SAPROLITH: fine garnet schist 
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Minnesota Geological Survey Borehole Log 
Project: Stearns County Geologic Atlas 

Borehole name: MGS-SR-6 

Location: 

County: Stearns 

T-R-S subsection: 
elevation: 1146 ±5 

123-31-35 

map: Richmond 
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CDADDA 

MGS unique number: 249859 
MGS laboratory number: none 

Drilling company: Alliance Environmental 
Drilling method: ro tasonic 

Geologist: Setterholm, Meyer 

Date started: 9/16/94 
Date completed: 9/16/94 
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Description 

GRAVELLY SAND: dull yellow orange; dull yellowish brown by 4 ft; dark brown loam to 1.5 It; 
very silty, poorly sorted; (,,7 fl, rouse gravel; abrupllower conlact 

SAND, SILT, ANDGRAVEL: yellowish brown; gravelly loam till (New U1m), 7..a and 9.5-10fl, 
gravelly sandy tilIU-U.5 ft; loamy sand and gravel, 8-9.5 ft, silty, very fine sand, 10-U ft 

GRAVELLY SAND: dull yellow orange and dull yellowish brown; loamy flne- to medium
grained gravel, 12.5-14.5 ft; coarse gravel beds; carbonate clasts, dark and red pebbles 

GRAVEL: dull yellow orange and dull yellowish brown, brown, 22-24 ft , dull yellow orange below; 
better sorted than above; flne grained with fine to medium beds; 24-25 It, very rouse sand with 
shale fairly common (Des Momes lobe); lasl foot gravelly sand 

CLAYEY TILL: olive black; very dense; mostly small carbonate pebbles; slightly coarser below 34 
ft; light-gray clayey silt inclusion at 39 It; gradational lower contact 

LOAMY TILL: dark ra . or anie Cretaceous 1 inclusions 
cLA YEY TILL: dark gray; very pebbly to 45ft; a lew lignitic shale pebbles; carbonate pebbles 
common but not dominant; silt inclUSIOns; vuy dense; 49~50 ft, gravelly sandy till w INorth Shore 
volcanic cobble; 5O-511t, very fme sandy sill; a lew small red pebbles; 51-53ft, Cretaceous clay 
inclusions; 53-55It, more pebbly; silty very line sand inclusion al55.51t 

LOAMY TILL: dark gray; sand to gravelly sand inclusions common; granite cobble at 59 It; 60-61 
It, mostly Cretaceous clay and gravelly sand inclusions; 61.5-62 It, displaced Cretaceous clay 

SHALE: dark olive; calcareous, with silt laminae and burrows; sill is micaceous and calcareous; 
some inoceramid fragments and calcareous concretions or lenses wider than core 

SHALE: dark olive ' whitish disseminated carbonate s 00' calcareous 

~L: dark olive; shaly; fla y partings; abund~t lenses or !ragments of hard calca_re0u5 marl 

SHALE: dark gray; noncalcareous; smooth and waxy; shell fragments common in upper 6 It; silty 
in lower 7 It, septarian fragments at f5l il 

SHALE: dark gray, noncalcareous, !km oblate siderite concretion at 89 It; some burrows filled 
with fme pyrite 

CARBONACEOUS SILTSTONE: shaly; pyritic burrows; shale at 101.5-103 ft having lignite 
fragments and siderite concretions 

SILTSTONE: yellow gray; shale laminae; carbonaceous 

SHALE: dark gray; noncalcareous, lignitic at 109-110 It 

CARBO ACEOUS SILTSTONE: black to gray; shale laminae; micaceous; 115-117 It, shale with 
silt laminae 

SILTSTONE: AND FIND SANDSTONE: gray; shaly; mottled; angular grains 



Minnesota Geological Survey Borehole Log 
Project: Steams County Geologic Atlas MGS unique number: 249860 

MGS laboratory number: none Borehole name: MGS-SR-7 

Location: 

County: Stearns 

T-R-S subsection: 
elevation: 1175 ±5 
map: Kimball 

121-29-3 
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Drilling company: Alliance Environmental 
Drilling method: rotasonic 

Geologist: Meyer, Setterholm 

Date started: 9/17/94 
Date completed: 9/18/94 

Litholo y Descri ption 
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SILT: dull yellow; "till," 22-225 ft; fme sand, 22.5-23 ft 

~AND, SILT, AND GRAVEL: dull yellow orange; loamy sand till at 24 ft; grades to fine sand by 26 

GRAVEL: dull vellowish brown' stained ' fine ~rained 

GRAVELLY SAND: brown; dull reddish brown, 31-32.5 ft, dull yellow orange at 34 ft; dull-yellow 
silt, 33-34 ft; only small pebbles below 31 ft 

FINE SAND: grayish yellow brown; very fine to fine; well sorted; below 405 ft, gray, very fine 
sandy silt over silt 

SANDY TILL: yellowish gray; 42.5-44 ft, silt rich and silt bed at base; very dense at 44 ft; slightly 
less pebbly below 50 ft; more loamy in last ft, but abrupt lower contact 

:;. ;.;. ;.;. . SC ~,?t,~ ~;'ray; abundant carbonate pebbles, fewer below 58 ft; mixed below 59 ft, two dark 

... ··6. '6. '6. '0. '0.'" ""I"f .., .., "r SANDY TILL: grayish brown; coarse loam to sandy-loam texture; 62-63.5 ft, sand grading to 
~ '~'~'~'~'~'': gravel at base; Superior provenance 
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FR SANDY TILL: dull reddish brown; 66.5-68.5 ft, silty fine sand with silt and till balls; mostly only 
small pebbles, more rocky at 74.5-76.5 ft; stightly mixed with silt at base 

SILT: 2ravish brown; clavev silt to silt with sandv laminae 

LOAMY TILL: brownish gray; brown by 85 ft, red zone at 855ft; at 865 ft felsite cobble with red 
streaks; grayish yellow-brown below; more carbonate than tills below 59.5 ft, but red pebbles 
fairly common (of probable northeast source); mixed zone of above till 

CLAYEY TILL: olive black; dark gray at 123 ft; grayish-olive to dark-otive mottles, 95-'17, 100.5-
105.5, 114-115,115.5-116,117-121, and 123-128 ft (probably joint related); rich in Cretaceous and 
saprolite clasts; large inclusion of Cretaceous shale at 103.5 ft; mostly Cretaceous clay and Slit 
below 125 ft , very gradational basal contact; Elmdale tiU 

----- ~------------------------------------------------~ 

Continued on following page 
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Borehole MGS-SR-7 continued 

Gamma 200 
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Description 
SHALE: dark gray to olive black; noncalcareous; hard; waxy; minor silt laminae and shell 
fragments; siderite concretions at 128 and 156 It; silty burrows, 148-149 It 
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